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Consensus-Building on Citations in Peer-to-Peer Systems
by Kensuke I TO

This thesis aims at consensus-building on citations in Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems.
Citations, a source of various quantitative measures for intellectual products (e.g.,
scientific publications, patents, web pages), are more robust and productive if autonomous peers in a P2P system can determine and construct their true structure.
However, this consensus-building has remained unreliable due to three problems
that preceding studies have not addressed simultaneously: free-riding, strategic misreporting, and reviewer assignment. Therefore, we combined random walks on graphs
with peer prediction methods and proposed two incentive mechanisms (ex-ante and
ex-post consensus) that reward reviewers who participated in consensus-building.
Experimental studies support the usefulness of the two incentive mechanisms for
all three problems, by showing that peers can (i) be reviewers more often as they
get higher PageRank scores and (ii) maximize the expected rewards per review by
always reporting true beliefs. Our proposal—rewards from the consensus-building
on citation relationships—also contributes to open-access intellectual products as an
alternative scheme to grants, royalties, and advertisements. On the other hand, potential applications require future studies to prevent spamming and Sybil attacks
and make the reward a sufficient incentive.
Keywords: citation analysis, random walks on graphs, peer prediction methods
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The purpose of this thesis, as the title implies, is consensus-building on citations
in Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems1 . In this Chapter 1, the author introduces some backgrounds and preliminaries of this purpose, while answering the following questions:
• Why are citations important? (1.1)
• Why are citations in a P2P system important? (1.2)
• Why are citations in a P2P system difficult? (1.3)
• What is the Research Question (RQ) of this thesis? (1.4)
• What are academic contributions of the RQ? (1.3–1.4)
Finally, this chapter introduces the thesis outline (1.5), which indicates that the RQ
is examined through the proposal of incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus and
incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus.

1.1

The Importance of Citations

Citation is "the representation of a decision made by an author who wants to show
the relation between the documents he is writing and the work of another" (Mahapatra, 2009, pp. 17–18), and its accumulation can engender "networks of relatedness
of subject matter" (Newman, 2010, p. 68). Citations are now used in a wide range
of intellectual products, including scientific papers that refer to previous papers as a
1 See

Definition 1.2.1, for the usage of the term P2P system in this thesis.
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source of information, patents that specify prior arts to prove the novelty of invention, and web pages that connect to other web pages via hyperlinks2 . This section
describes the importance of citations from three perspectives: as a source of quantitative measures, a growing network, and a graph structure.

1.1.1

Citations as a Source of Quantitative Measures

First and foremost, citations are essential as they can be a source of various quantitative measures for the quality of intellectual products. We can confirm this claim
through a brief overview of the studies on citation analysis3 .
Studies relevant to citation analysis have a long tradition, and the oldest seems
to be Gross and Gross (1927) that counted the number of citations to evaluate the
importance of scientific journals4 . A representative work contributed to the early
citation analysis was Garfield (1955) that proposed an idea of the database for the citation relationships among published scientific papers. Since the idea became available as Science Citation Index (SCI) in the early 1960s, the SCI has provided large-scale,
the computable dataset to several influential studies5 . For example, Price (1965) revealed that new citations tend to concentrate on the paper which already has a number of citations. This trend was later generalized as cumulative advantage (Price, 1976)
or preferential attachment (Barabási & Albert, 1999). Garfield (1955, 1972) introduced
impact factor as a tool to facilitate literature-searching in the SCI, which is still widely
used to evaluate scientific journals. Small (1973) proposed co-citation analysis as a
complementary concept of bibliographic coupling (Kessler, 1963), which computes the
similarity between two papers by the number of subsequent papers citing them together. Citation analysis stems from these attempts to offer quantitative measures
2 In

these examples, web page citations differ from those of scientific papers and patents in some
ways. This is the reason why this thesis proposes two types of mechanisms. The author explains the
differences later in 1.1.3 and 2.1.1.
3 According to Garfield et al. (1983), "Citation analysis is a bibliometric method that uses reference
citations found in scientific papers as the primary analytical tool" (p.581). See Guidera (2009), Meho
(2007) for other definitions of citation analysis.
4 Note that the term citation analysis appears to have appeared in the 1950s. Gross and Gross (1927)
was, at that time, regarded as a study in the field of library science.
5 The SCI later expanded its scale through the development of the Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI;
in 1973) and the Arts and Humanities Citation Index (AHCI; in 1978). It is now managed by Clarivate Analytics as a part of Web of Science (https://clarivate.com/products/web-of-science/, accessed August
4, 2019).
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for scientific publications6 .
A natural extension of the citation analysis is the quantification of patented inventions whose specifications cite earlier inventions (prior art) as proof of novelty7 .
The use of citations had already been proposed to the US Patent Trademark Office
(USPTO) in 1949 (Hart & Goldsmith, 1949; Seidel, 1949), and Garfield (1957) conducted the first experiment leading to the SCI on 5, 000 chemical patents8 . Patent
citation analysis has so far revealed that the number (or frequency) of citations correlates with various proxy measures for the quality of inventions, including awards
from academic journals (Carpenter et al., 1981), opinions from in-house senior staff
(Albert et al., 1991), honors from public institutions (Breitzman & Narin, 1996), and
renewal decisions by patent owners (Thomas, 1999). Moreover, studies focusing on
the patents as a result of R&D activities have found correlations between citationbased indicators and several economic indicators, such as the social value of innovation9 (Trajtenberg, 1989, 1990), stock performance (Breitzman & Narin, 2001; Deng
et al., 1999), and Tobin’s q (Hall et al., 2001, 2005). These preceding studies indicate
that citations are informative for the quantification of patented inventions as well.
Another important subject for current citation analysis is the quantification of
web pages10 : the documents which can be interconnected via hyperlink on World
Wide Web (WWW; Berners-Lee & Cailliau, 1990). For example, Larson (1996) did cocitation analysis for over 30 gigabytes of web pages collected by web-crawler; Abraham (1997) addressed citation analysis for visualizing the tree structure of WWW11 ;
Ingwersen (1998) proposed web impact factors as an application of the impact factor to
6 These researches are often classified as bibliometrics (Pritchard et al., 1969), or scientometrics (Nalimov & Mulchenko, 1969) when focusing on scientific publications. See review articles such as Osareh
(1996) and Mingers and Leydesdorff (2015), for further details on the studies that follow these classifications.
7 Strictly speaking, there are two types of patent citations: applicant citation and examiner citation.
The former cites both patents and scientific papers ex-ante to show the novelty to the examiner, and
the latter cites only patents ex-post to supplement incomplete applicant citations. See empirical studies (e.g., Alcácer & Gittelman, 2006; Alcácer et al., 2009; Criscuolo & Verspagen, 2008) for the actual
distribution of the two types of citations.
8 According to Garfield and Merton (1979), SCI started to cover patent citations in 1964, but was
forced to remove them in 1966 due to the economic difficulties of extracting (applicant) citation data
from patents held by private industry.
9 It is estimated from price and product attributes.
10 As an analogy of bibliometrics or scientmetrics, studies related to this subject are often classified as
webometrics (Almind & Ingwersen, 1997) or cybermetrics (Aguillo, 1997). For example, see Björneborn
and Ingwersen (2004) for the relations among these classifications.
11 Björneborn and Ingwersen (2004), Björneborn et al. (2004), Thelwall (2002) classified the methods
of citation analysis for the structure of WWW.
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web pages. In addition, the quantification of web pages has been extensively studied in computer science, reflecting the need for efficient search. PageRank (PR; Brin
& Page, 1998; Page et al., 1999) and Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS; Kleinberg,
1999) are the two representative algorithms for scoring relative importance among
web pages, where the former uses the concepts of eigenvalues and random walks on
graphs (e.g., Lovász et al., 1993)12 , and the latter uses the number of both out- and
in-links (hubs and authorities) as criteria. The PR algorithm is of particular significance as the core technology of the Google search engine. Its score has recently been
applied to citation analyses on scientific publications13 (e.g., Bergstrom, 2007; Bollen
et al., 2006; González-Pereira et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2008) and patents (e.g., Bruck
et al., 2016; Dechezleprêtre et al., 2013; Lukach & Lukach, 2007; Shaffer, 2011) as an
alternative to raw citation counts. Note that this thesis also uses the PR score as the
quantitative measure (see Assumption 1.4.3).
Thus, citations have long been analyzed because they are important sources of
various quantitative measures for the quality of intellectual products, such as scientific papers, patents, and web pages.

1.1.2

Citations as a Growing Network

One of the features of such quantitative measures is that they become more important as the network structure of citations grows, i.e., as "new nodes are born
over time with forming attachments to existing nodes when they are born" (Jackson, 2010, p. 124). Citations as a growing network reflect the cumulative nature
of intellectual products whose total number is ever-increasing (as long as they are
correctly archived), and this nature strengthens the utility of quantitative measures
that can efficiently search and evaluate a large number of accumulated intellectual
products. This is by no means a new opinion—editorial statements of the journal
Scientometrics vol.1 (Price, 1978), for example, mentioned the tremendous increase of
12 We

will confirm the details of random walks on graphs in Section 2.2.
should be emphasized here that Pinski and Narin (1976) has already proposed a method close
to the PR algorithm as an influence measure for scientific journals. Still, it was confronted with a
computational restriction at that time.
13 It
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(a) Total Number of Pre-print Papers Submitted to arXiv (1991 – 2018)
Source: arXiv Monthly Submission Rates (https://arxiv.org/stats/monthly_submissions, accessed July 23, 2019),
created by the author.

(b) Total Number of Patent Applications in the USPTO (1963 – 2015)
Source: U.S. Patent Statistics Chart Calendar Years 1963 – 2015 (https://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/ac/ido/
oeip/taf/us_stat.htm, accessed July 23, 2019), created by the author.

F IGURE 1.1: Exponential Growth in Total Numbers of Scientific Papers and Patents. Figure 1.1a shows the total (cumulative) number of the pre-print papers submitted to arXiv
from 1991 to 2018, and Figure 1.1b shows that of the patent applications in the USPTO from
1963 to 2015, respectively. These figures both depict a trend of exponential growth, implying
that total numbers of scientific papers and patents are exponentially increasing.
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Source: NetCraft and Internet Live Stats (https://www.internetlivestats.com, accessed July 23, 2019),
created by the author.

F IGURE 1.2: Exponential Growth in the Total Number of Web Pages. This figure shows the
total number of web pages from 1991 to 2018, where NetCraft and Internet Live Stats provides
original dataset by counting the number of unique hostnames associated with IP address.
The total number apparently has the trend of exponential growth, although it occasionally
drops due to some reasons including the update of aggregation methods.

the scientific production is the necessity for quantitative evaluation that can facilitate research activity (by providing more economical and balanced utilization of the
available funds). Needless to say, this feature is the same for patents and web pages.
Citations, at least those for the aforementioned three intellectual products, are
not just growing but may be exponentially increasing. Figure 1.1a and 1.1b each
depict time-series data related to scientific papers and patents14 ; the former is the
total number of pre-print papers submitted to arXiv (Ginsparg, 1994, 2011)15 from
1991 to 2018, and the latter is that of patent applications in the USPTO16 from 1963
to 2015. We can see that both numbers have a trend of exponential growth. This
trend is more pronounced for web pages. Figure 1.2 depicts time-series data on the
total number of web pages from 1991 to 201817 , which has the trend of exponential
14 Note

that Figure 1.1a and 1.1b depict the cumulative number, whereas original datasets both display non-cumulative number.
15 https://arxiv.org/stats/monthly_submissions, accessed July 23, 2019.
16 https://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/ac/ido/oeip/taf/us_stat.htm, accessed July 23, 2019.
17 The author retrieved original dataset from NetCraft and Internet Live Stats (https://www.
internetlivestats.com, accessed July 23, 2019). According to the source, the dataset is computed by
regarding each web page as a unique hostname.
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growth even though it has occasionally dropped due to some reasons including the
update of aggregation methods18 . These statistics, indicating exponential growth
in intellectual products, imply the further importance of citation-based quantitative
measures.
Thus, citations are important because the quantitative measures they generate
are beneficial for intellectual products whose total number is (exponentially) increasing.

1.1.3

Citations as a Graph Structure

It should also be emphasized that we can develop various quantitative measures
because the network structure of citations itself is easy to quantify as graph which
is "a collection of vertices joined by edges" (Newman, 2010, p. 109). Here, vertices
and edges are the terms in graph theory19 , corresponding to nodes and links in the
context of computer science. To my knowledge, Garner et al. (1967) provides the first
graph-theoretic citation analysis, with scientific papers as vertices and their citation
relationships as edges.
Specifically, this thesis focuses on directed acyclic graph (DAG) as a graphical representation of citations. For the DAG, we use the following set of definitions (and
notations) which are based on Diestel (2012), Thulasiraman and Swamy (1992), and
Uhlir (2017):
Definition 1.1.1 (Graph). A graph is a pair G = (V, E), where V is a non-empty and
finite set of vertices and E ⊆ V × V is a finite set of edges,
Definition 1.1.2 (Directed graph). A directed graph is the graph G = (V, E) where all
elements in E are ordered pairs of vertices,
Definition 1.1.3 (Walk). A walk is a sequence of vertices v0 , v1 , v2 , · · · , vk in a graph
G = (V, E), where {(vi−1 , vi ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ k } ∈ E holds,
Definition 1.1.4 (Closed walk). A closed walk is the walk whose starting and ending
vertices are the same,
18 https://www.internetlivestats.com/total-number-of-websites/#sources,
19 See

theory.

accessed July 23, 2019.
Biggs et al. (1986), West et al. (1996) for example, regarding the history and outline of graph
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Definition 1.1.5 (Cycle). A cycle is the closed walk whose vertices are all distinct
except the starting and ending ones,
Definition 1.1.6 (Directed acyclic graph). A directed acyclic graph (DAG) is the directed graph which does not contain any cycles.
Citations as the DAG are accordingly G = (V, E)20 , where all vertices (intellectual
products) in V have no cycles, and all edges (citation relationships) in E have the
citing-to-cited directions2122 . This structure reflects the property that scientific publications and patents can only cite existing ones (i.e., all edges have new-to-old directions). Note that web pages can cite subsequent (newer) web pages, which means
that their citations are not the DAG but a directed graph. Nevertheless, the DAG is
still a good approximation because we can convert citations on web pages into the
DAG by removing all old-to-new edges from cycles23 .
To express the growth of citations, we further assume that DAGs have a given
q

q number of state transitions ( Gt )t=0 = ( G0 , G1 , · · · , Gq ) that successively attaches
one new vertex (with directed edges to existing vertices) in each period24 . Figure
1.3 depicts an example of the one-step state transition in a simple DAG, which is
from Gt (Figure 1.3a) to Gt+1 (Figure 1.3b). Since Gt+1 receives a new vertex {6}
with the citation to existing vertices {3, 4}, the state transition can be described as
Vt+1 = Vt ∪ {6} and Et+1 = Et ∪ {(6, 3), (6, 4)}. This thesis will consistently deal
with citations formalized as such the growing DAG.
Graphs are helpful in the citation analysis as we can quantify their entire structure in the form of |V | × |V | matrix with each vertex arranged in rows and columns25 .
Among a variety of matrices, this thesis only uses adjacency matrix A = ( aij ) and
20 In the case of Figure 1.3a, since G = (V , E ) has 5 nodes and 7 edges, V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and
t
t t
t
Et = {(2, 1), (3, 1), (4, 1), (4, 2), (4, 3), (5, 2), (5, 4)} hold.
21 Edges with directions are called as directed edges or arcs or arrows.
22 Here, ( v , v ) ∈ E designates that an intellectual product v cites another product v .
a b
a
b
23 This will not fundamentally change the graph structure, given that the main part of citations is made at the same time with the creation of web pages, and about 85% of web pages
are not acting according to the survey by Netcraft (https://news.netcraft.com/archives/category/
web-server-survey/, accessed August 29, 2019).
24 For simplicity, we assume that the initial state G = (V , E ) has a sufficient number of vertices
0
0 0
and edges.
25 In most cases (including this thesis), when the graph is growing, its row and column arrange each
vertex in the order of attachment.
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(a) Gt = (Vt , Et )

(b) Gt+1 = (Vt+1 , Et+1 )

F IGURE 1.3: Growing DAG for the Process of Citations. We can approximate the network
structure of citations as the DAG: G = (V, E), where V = {1, 2, · · · } denotes intellectual
products as the set of vertices and E ⊆ V × V denotes their citation relationships as the
set of edges. Furthermore, to express the growth of citations, this thesis introduces the state
transition that successively attaches one new vertex to the DAG in each period. For example,
Vt+1 = Vt ∪ {6} and Et+1 = Et ∪ {(6, 3), (6, 4)} hold in the state transition from Gt in Figure
1.3a to Gt+1 in Figure 1.3b.

probability matrix26 P = ( pij )—each represents Gt in Figure 1.3a as follows:
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(1.1)

where aij designates the existence of an edge directed from vertex j to vertex i with
binary values {0, 1}; pij designates the probability of Markov-chain transition from
vertex j to vertex i27 . Such matrix representations have contributed to the quantitative measures (e.g., the PR algorithm), which can evaluate intellectual products
considering the entire structure of citations.
Thus, citations are important because their structure as the growing DAG has the
matrix representations that can facilitate various quantitative measures for intellectual products.
26 Probability

matrix is also called as stochastic matrix or transition matrix.
that, since P requires ∑i pij = 1 by definition, P ( Gt ) assumes that the Markov-chain transition jumps to one of the existing vertices uniformly at random when it reaches a vertex with no
out-edges (i.e., vertex 1). This is often referred to as stochasticity adjustment.
27 Note
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In this section, we confirmed the importance of citations from three perspectives:

as a source of quantitative measures, a growing network, and a graph structure. To
summarize, citations are important because their network structure as the growing
DAG can be a source of quantitative measures to evaluate ever-increasing intellectual products.

1.2

The Importance of Citations in a P2P System

For these important citations, which determines their true network structure in the
first place, and how? This thesis considers such consensus-building on citations. To
prevent misbehavior (see Section 1.3.1 for specific examples), consensus-building on
citations has so far relied on some centralized authority, such as an editorial board
to review (or assign peer-reviewers to) scientific publications, a patent examiner to
evaluate submitted inventions through prior art searches, and a search engine to
rank a large number of web pages28 . However, we cannot dismiss the possibility
that the centralized authority itself will misbehave (e.g., manipulate citation relationships or reject worth-registering intellectual products) for its benefit; in other
words, consensus-building on citations has the question of who watches the watchmen. This is the reason why we need citations in a P2P system29 :
Definition 1.2.1 (P2P system). A P2P system is a self-organizing system consisting
of autonomous peers with identical capabilities and responsibilities, which depends
on neither centralized control nor hierarchical organization30 ,
where peers are a kind of pseudonym for individuals participating in the P2P system. We can extend Definition 1.2.1 to our main subject as follows:
28 Unlike

scientific publications and patents, WWW allows anyone to cite other web pages without
authoritative review; however, it still relies on centralized search engines for consensus-building on the
validity of citation relationships. This thesis proposes two incentive mechanisms because consensusbuilding can occur either ex-ante or ex-post citations (the former corresponds to scientific publications
and patents, and the latter corresponds to web pages). See Section 2.1.1 for its details.
29 The term P2P system has a range of definitions because of interdisciplinary discussions from computer science to socio-economics. Here, Definition 1.2.1 is based on definitions by Haase et al. (2008),
Rowstron and Druschel (2001), Steinmetz and Wehrle (2005).
30 According to the traditional classification by Schollmeier (2001), Definition 1.2.1 denotes Pure Peerto-Peer system in that it does not allow any central entities. See Androutsellis-Theotokis and Spinellis
(2004), Steinmetz and Wehrle (2005), Wang and Sun (2008) and Koskela et al. (2013) for other (more
detailed) classifications of P2P systems.
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Note: chess pieces are designed by Freepik from Flaticon (https://www.flaticon.com/home, accessed
January 14, 2020).

F IGURE 1.4: Three Layers in a P2P Citation System. P2P citation systems (Definition 1.2.2)
assume three layers: individuals under hierarchical organizations, peers with identical capabilities and responsibilities, and citations Gt = (Vt , Et ) as an output. Citations are constructed through parallel consensus-building among peers; e.g., one group of peers reviews
{(4, 1), (4, 2), (4, 3)} ⊂ Et while another reviews {(5, 3), (5, 4)} ⊂ Et .

Definition 1.2.2 (P2P citation system). A P2P citation system is the P2P system that
can construct citations through parallel consensus-building among peers.
Figure 1.4 illustrates three layers assumed in Definition 1.2.2: individuals under hierarchical organizations, peers with identical capabilities and responsibilities, and
citations Gt = (Vt , Et ) as an output31 . Namely, this thesis considers citations where
individuals as peers autonomously build consensus on the validity of each network
structure (as a growing DAG) in parallel; e.g., in Figure 1.4, one group of peers reviews {(4, 1), (4, 2), (4, 3)} ⊂ Et while another reviews {(5, 3), (5, 4)} ⊂ Et 32 . In
addition to the (aforementioned) independence of possibly misbehaved centralized
authorities, this section introduces two considerable importance of such citations in
a P2P system: robustness and productivity.
31 For simplicity, this thesis consistently assumes that individuals-to-peers, peers-to-products (V ),
t
and thus individuals-to-products are all one-to-one correspondence. This will be introduced in Section
1.4.1, especially as Assumption 1.4.1 and Figure 1.6.
32 Note that the scope of the review (and consensus-building) differs between the two incentive
mechanisms this thesis proposes. The incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus, mainly for scientific publications and patents, reviews each subgraph, e.g., {{3, 4, 5}, {(5, 3), (5, 4)}}. On the other
hand, the incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus, mainly for web pages, reviews each out-edge,
e.g., (5, 3). See Chapters 3 and 4 for details.
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1.2.1

P2P Systems for Robustness

From the perspective of computer science, P2P systems can provide citations with
robustness33 against random failures and attacks. This is because P2P systems, consisting of peers with identical capabilities and responsibilities, have no single point of
failure (SPoF) where a malfunction leads to a failure of the entire system.
Historically, research on systems with no SPoF has been active since the courtordered shutdown of Napster (Napster, 1999, 2000) in 200134 . Despite its reputation
as the first popular P2P file-sharing system, Napster used a centralized server for
file searching (even though not used for file transfer), which allowed a U.S. court to
shut down the entire system just by interfering with the server. This SPoF, exposed
by the shutdown, encouraged subsequent systems, e.g., Freenet (Clarke et al., 2002;
Clarke et al., 2001) and Gnutella 0.4 (Specification, 2003), to develop an alternative
flooding search (e.g., Lv et al., 2002) that relies not on centralized servers but on query
propagation among peers. File searching with no SPoF continues to develop new
methods for efficiency, such as propagating queries only to those neighboring peers
with high potential (Crespo & Garcia-Molina, 2002; Tsoumakos & Roussopoulos,
2003), and having some peers maintain a portion of index on file locations as distributed hash tables (Ratnasamy et al., 2001; Rowstron & Druschel, 2001; Stoica et al.,
2001; Zhao et al., 2004)35 . In this way, P2P systems have enhanced their robustness
by delegating critical data processing (e.g., file searching) from SPoF to distributed
peers. These precedents imply that citations would be robust against the failure of
centralized authorities (e.g., editorial boards, patent examiners, and search engines)
if P2P systems let distributed peers do consensus-building (as a critical data processing) on the validity of citation relationships36 .
33 In

this thesis, robustness follows the definition by IEEE standard glossary of software engineering
terminology: "The degree to which a system or component can function correctly in the presence of
invalid inputs or stressful environmental conditions" (IEEE et al., 1990, p. 64).
34 See A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004 (9th Cir. 2001), e.g., https://www.copyright.
gov/fair-use/summaries/a&mrecords-napster-9thcir2001.pdf, accessed October 24, 2019.
35 P2P systems based on the distributed hash table are often distinguished from other (unstructured)
P2P systems as structured P2P systems because they impose constraints on the topology of overlay
network for selecting neighboring peers.
36 In addition to robustness, P2P citation systems, where the burden of reviewing proposed citations
is not concentrated on a centralized entity, can also contribute to scalability that means "the ability of a
system to accommodate an increasing number of elements or objects, to process growing volumes of
work gracefully, and/or to be susceptible to enlargement" (Bondi, 2000, p. 1).
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Moreover, for P2P systems involving record-keeping, SPoF is in data processing
and data storage. To avoid failures caused by centralized data storage, such systems
have distributed peers who share the same record of state transitions. A representative example of this approach is the Bitcoin protocol (Nakamoto et al., 2008) that aims
for a P2P electronic cash system. Specifically, it eliminates the SPoF in existing cash
systems by letting peers share all transaction records of bitcoin with a format later
called blockchain37 , which also plays an important role in consensus-building on the
validity of transaction records (as will be mentioned in Section 1.3.2). The Bitcoin
protocol has spawned a variety of alternative protocols, such as Ethereum (Buterin
et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2014) that aims for application development on P2P systems, by generalizing the handling information from transaction records (of bitcoin)
to triggers for executing specific programs38 . These blockchain-based precedents imply that citations would be further robust if P2P systems let distributed peers share
q

the record of state transitions ( Gt )t=0 after the consensus-building on their validity.
Thus, citations in a P2P system are important because they become more robust
against random failures and attacks by eliminating SPoFs in data processing or data
storage.

1.2.2

P2P Systems for Productivity

From the perspective of socio-economics, P2P systems can provide citations with
productivity (i.e., an efficient process to construct a growing DAG). This is because
P2P citation systems, assuming parallel consensus-building, can be interpreted as
extended crowd-sourcing—one of the preceding concepts for productivity.
With the widespread adoption of Napster, Wikipedia39 , and Open Source Software
(OSS) Development (Feller, Fitzgerald, et al., 2002), P2P systems have become a subject of socio-economic studies as well (e.g., Bauwens, 2005a, 2005b). These studies
tend to focus on individuals (as peers) with no hierarchical organization rather than
37 Strictly speaking, in the current Bitcoin protocol, only peers classified as full nodes have all transaction records. Despite this heterogeneity of peers, this thesis regards the Bitcoin protocol as a P2P
system in Definition 1.2.1, as this protocol permits anyone to build full nodes.
38 Applications and programs developed on Ethereum are often referred to as Decentralized Applications (DApps; e.g., Raval, 2016) and smart contracts (e.g., Hileman & Rauchs, 2017; Szabo, 1997),
respectively.
39 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia, accessed December 29, 2019.
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on system design with no SPoF40 and particularly have attempted to characterize a
new type of productivity stemming from their parallel, cooperative behavior. Starting with peer-production (Benkler, 2002a, 2006), defined as "a process by which many
individuals, whose actions are coordinated neither by managers nor by price signals
in the market, contribute to a joint effort that effectively produces a unit of information or culture" (Benkler, 2002b, p. 1256)41 , this attempt produced a variety of
similar (or interchangeable) concepts, such as parallel development (Feller, Fitzgerald,
et al., 2002), open innovation (Chesbrough, 2003), mass collaboration (e.g., Elliott, 2007;
Tapscott & Williams, 2008), and hyper-productivity (Bauwens, 2009).
Citations for the above three intellectual products have, in this context, increased
the productivity of their construction primarily through one of these concepts, crowdsourcing (Howe, 2006a)42 . In scientific publications, for example, crowd-sourced review—"a public review process in which any community member may contribute to
the article review" (Ford, 2013, p. 315)43 —has been adopted in various online systems including journals (Pöschl, 2004)44 , conference managements (Soergel et al.,
2013)45 , and pre-print servers (Berthaud et al., 2014)46 . In addition to the main purpose of shortening the time between submission and publication, this may also have
a positive effect on the quality of reviews and articles (Bornmann et al., 2011; Fitzpatrick, 2010; Prug, 2010). In patents, several organizations, such as Peer To Patent47
40 Accordingly, P2P systems discussed in socio-economic studies do not always eliminate SPoFs (as a

web application). Wikipedia, for instance, depends on a centralized server. However, its open, editable
property is often introduced as an example of social P2P processes.
41 See also another following definition: "production systems that depend on individual action that
is self-selected and decentralized, rather than hierarchically assigned" (Benkler, 2006, p. 62).
42 Specifically, the original definition is as follows:
Simply defined, crowdsourcing represents the act of a company or institution taking a
function once performed by employees and outsourcing it to an undefined (and generally large) network of people in the form of an open call. This can take the form of peerproduction (when the job is performed collaboratively), but is also often undertaken by
sole individuals. The crucial prerequisite is the use of the open call format and the wide
network of potential laborers. (Howe, 2006a, para. 3)
See Estellés-Arolas and González-Ladrón-De-Guevara (2012), Howe (2006b), Schenk and Guittard
(2011) for other definitions and discussions on crowd-sourcing.
43 Ford (2013) introduces crowd-sourced review as one of the categories in Open Peer Review (OPR), a
broader concept that includes even a simple non-blind style in which the editorial board assigns peer
reviewers.
44 Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics (ACP; https://www.atmospheric-chemistry-and-physics.net/
index.html, accessed November 15, 2019). Note that ACP was founded in September 2001, while
Pöschl (2004) described its review process in the form of academic article.
45 OpenReview.net (https://openreview.net/, accessed November 15, 2019).
46 Episciences (https://www.episciences.org/, accessed November 15, 2019).
47 https://www.peertopatent.org/, accessed November 15, 2019.
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(Bestor & Hamp, 2010; Noveck, 2006) and Article One Partners (Malone, 2011), have
adopted crowdsourcing to efficiently find prior arts for submitted inventions. These
attempts to lessen the burden of patent examiners are referred to as crowd-sourced
prior art search (Ghafele et al., 2011). Finally, in web pages, crowdsourcing has contributed to a number of related systems (Doan et al., 2011; Yuen et al., 2011), especially as crowd-sourced human-based computing (Wightman, 2010). Even when we
focus on search engines, crowdsourcing has enhanced their information retrieval as
a part of many features, such as relevance assessment (Alonso et al., 2008; Grady &
Lease, 2010), spam detection (McCreadie et al., 2012), and personalization based on
social networks (Bozzon et al., 2012)48 .
One of the limitations of these precedents is that centralized authority remains
in their consensus-building. Crowd-sourcing only facilitates centralized authorities
(editorial boards, patent examiners, search engines) to evaluate intellectual products. Even other concepts often require some authority (e.g., administrator, project
manager) to build consensus within a community49 (Kreiss et al., 2011; O’Neil, 2014).
Centralized authorities compromise not only the system’s robustness but also its
productivity since they prevent parallel consensus-building50 . This implies citations
would be more productive if P2P systems, as extended crowd-sourcing, realized
parallel consensus-building among distributed peers.
Thus, citations in a P2P system are important because their construction becomes
more productive by delegating consensus-building on the validity of citation relationships from centralized authorities to distributed peers.

In this section, we confirmed the importance of citations in a P2P system. To
summarize, citations in a P2P system are important because they are independent of
possibly misbehaved centralized authorities and can obtain robustness by no SPoF
and productivity by parallel consensus-building.
48 There are also open-source search engines (e.g., Middleton & Baeza-Yates, 2007; Trotman et al., 2012)
in which the development itself follows crowdsourcing (or other concepts such as peer-production).
49 As an example, it is often mentioned that Wikipedia is managed by a hierarchical organization
consisting of stewards, bureaucrats, administrators, etc. (Butler et al., 2008; O’Neil, 2011).
50 Again, this claim relates to scalability issues in that the burden of consensus-building is concentrated on a small number of centralized entities.
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F IGURE 1.5: Three Problems behind the Unreliable Consensus-Building. This thesis focuses on the unreliable consensus-building that stems from three problems: free-riding and
strategic misreporting in P2P systems and reviewer assignment in citations. To our knowledge, preceding studies have not addressed the three problems simultaneously.

1.3

Problem Statement

Despite this importance, however, citations in a P2P system are difficult because
their consensus-building has remained unreliable. In this section, the author first
introduces the reasons for such unreliable consensus-building in P2P citation systems.
Then he shows addressing this problem has academic contributions to consensusbuilding in P2P systems, reviewer assignment problems, and network formation.

1.3.1

The Unreliable Consensus-Building

As Figure 1.5 depicts, the unreliable consensus-building stems from three problems:
free-riding, strategic misreporting, and reviewer assignment, with the first two problems
attributed to P2P systems, and the last to citations.
First and foremost, in P2P systems, peers do not always report their true beliefs.
Given the time and effort to assess the validity of each citation relationship, peers
may not commit to consensus-building in the first place, or they may provide uninformative reports which are independent of true beliefs (e.g., automatically sending the same report). Such behavior of "an individual user who uses the system
resources without contributing anything to the system" (Ramaswamy & Liu, 2003,
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p. 1) is common in P2P systems as a free-riding problem51 . To make matters worse,
peers may even strategically misreport their beliefs. An intuitive example would
be link spamming (e.g., Henzinger et al., 2002), where web pages strategically manipulate their links to improve the result of search engines with link-based ranking
algorithms (e.g., PR and HITS)52 . Namely, peers, who each desire a higher citationbased evaluation, may strategically misreport citation relationships whenever they
commit to consensus-building or register new intellectual products53 . This problem
is severe in P2P systems because, unlike search engines for web pages, they cannot
rely on a centralized authority to keep the details of their ranking (or consensus) algorithm secret. In this way, peers do not always report their true beliefs under P2P
systems due to the possibility of free-riding and strategic misreporting.
Furthermore, for citations, peers do not always have sufficient expertise to assess each network structure. Citations, especially those for scientific publications
and patents, represent the relationship of technical knowledge based on expertise in
specific subjects, which is another reason why their assessment has relied on some
centralized authority (e.g., editorial boards, patent examiners) as a group of experts.
This means that even if all peers report their true beliefs, consensus-building may be
untrustworthy unless they have sufficient expertise corresponding to the assigned
part of citations (i.e., truthful reports from randomly selected peers are not always
informative reports). To solve the unreliable consensus-building, we, therefore, need
to assign appropriate peers (as reviewers) by taking their expertise into account before eliciting their true beliefs.
Thus, consensus-building is unreliable because peers do not always report their
true beliefs (i.e., free-riding and strategic misreporting in P2P systems) or have sufficient expertise (i.e., reviewer assignment in citations).
51 System resources are intellectual products and their citations. Note that, for P2P citation systems,
free-riding exists not only in consensus-building but also in registration, i.e., peers may not register
new intellectual products (and their citations) without some incentive. Thus, this thesis considers the
reward mechanism which can encourage both reliable consensus-building and new registration.
52 Link spamming is performed mainly through link farms (Wu & Davison, 2005) that artificially produces several new referring pages; however, as will be discussed in Section 1.4.1, this thesis assumes
that individuals-to-peers, peers-to-products (Vt ), and thus individuals-to-products are all one-to-one
correspondence.
53 Such strategic behavior also exists in other two intellectual products. For scientific publications,
researchers may submit a number of incomplete papers for a higher citation-based index (HernándezAlvarez & Gomez, 2016), and peer-reviewers may skew their opinion due to the conflicts-of-interest
(CoI; Resnik & Elmore, 2018). Also, for patents, applicants may withhold their citations to broaden the
scope of patent rights (Lampe, 2012).
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1.3.2

State of the Art: Consensus-Building in P2P systems

To our best knowledge, preceding studies have not addressed free-riding, strategic
misreporting, and reviewer assignment simultaneously. On the other hand, several research topics cover a part of the three problems, which allows us to present
academic contributions of addressing unreliable consensus-building from existing
research topics.
First of all, the attempt to incorporate expertise has an academic contribution to
consensus-building in P2P systems.
Discussions on this research topic originate from P2P file-sharing systems. Ever
since Adar and Huberman (2000), Saroiu et al. (2001) pointed out the rampant freeriding in Napster and Gnutella54 , P2P file-sharing systems have induced peers to
upload their files through some incentive mechanism based on rewards and gametheoretic concepts. For example, Mojo Nation (Wilcox-O’Hearn, 2002) rewards peers
who have uploaded files with an internal currency55 , while KaZaA (Leibowitz et
al., 2003) rewards them with a higher reputation which facilitates file downloads56 ;
moreover, to prevent the strategic misreporting, BitTorrent (Cohen, 2003) adopts the
game-theoretic tit-for-tat strategy to its file-sharing process57 .
The Bitcoin protocol is the first practical one that applied such the incentive
mechanism (based on rewards and game-theoretic concepts) to consensus-building
in P2P systems58 . Specifically, it enables consensus-building on transaction records
among strategically distributed peers—a long-standing challenge for P2P electronic
cash systems—with the following main rules: (i) transaction records of bitcoin are
sequentially stored in blocks, and peers share the identical chain of blocks as a result
of consensus-building (blockchain), (ii) peers can create a new block and connect it to
54 Free-riding

in P2P file-sharing systems means that peers do not upload their files but only download files uploaded by other peers.
55 Strictly speaking, original article says "Mojo Nation is not a file-sharing system (like Gnutella or
Napster), but a file store, in which the storage, transfer, and naming of files is performed in a distributed manner, independent of any individual node" (Wilcox-O’Hearn, 2002, p. 1).
56 See also some survey papers, such as Gupta et al. (2003), Karakaya et al. (2009), Rahman (2009).
57 Studies on the incentive mechanism for P2P file-sharing systems are categorized as algorithmic
mechanism design (AMD; Nisan & Ronen, 2001; Nisan et al., 2007), or as distributed algorithmic mechanism design (DAMD; Feigenbaum et al., 2000; Feigenbaum & Shenker, 2004) when emphasizing their
distributed aspects. Both of these categories use game-theoretic concepts to address several problems
in communication systems, such as routing and load balancing.
58 Consensus-building in P2P systems is often studied in the framework of Byzantine Generals Problem
(Lamport et al., 1982; Pease et al., 1980) which considers the possibility of reliable consensus in communication systems where some components may send conflicting information due to malfunction.
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any block in the existing chain, but this task requires computational resources (proofof-work; Dwork & Naor, 1992; Jakobsson & Juels, 1999), (iii) if the chain branches to
more than one path, the longest chain is considered to be the consensus (Nakamoto
consensus), (iv) peers who create a block in the longest chain will be rewarded with
newly issued bitcoins (rewards for contributors). See Liu et al. (2019) for several
game-theoretic analyses on this Bitcoin protocol. Furthermore, subsequent applications, mostly developed on Ethereum, try to extend the scope of consensus-building
to data outside the blockchain59 . For example, Augur (Peterson et al., 2015), Gnosis
(Gnosis, 2017), and Stox (Stox, 2017) are platforms for decentralized prediction markets, in which peers do consensus-building even on the actual outcome of predicted
subjects (e.g., weather in a given location, election results); AdChain registry (Goldin
et al., 2017) and Ocean Protocol (Ocean Protocol, 2019) are platforms for the TokenCurated Registry (TCR; Goldin, 2017a, 2017b), in which peers curate a high-quality,
reliable list of any content (e.g., restaurants, universities, web pages) as a decentralized recommender system. Although these applications have different design
patterns (Ito, 2018; Lockyer, 2018), their consensus-building generally uses the following token-staking scheme60 : (i) peers can stake their reward tokens on a binary
choice {accept, reject} before putting new data in the blockchain, (ii) consensus is the
selection that obtains more tokens compared to another selection after a certain period, (iii) all staked tokens are redistributed among peers who stake their tokens on
the consensus side. See Asgaonkar and Krishnamachari (2018), Falk and Tsoukalas
(2018), Wang and Krishnamachari (2018), for game-theoretic analyses on this tokenstaking scheme61 .
For this research topic, the problem of unreliable consensus-building is a new
attempt to add citations to the incentive mechanism, thereby incorporating the expertise of distributed peers into consensus-building in P2P systems. This is worth
addressing because it can further extend the scope of consensus-building to technical content (e.g., scientific publications, patents). Our proposal, the two incentive
59 The system resulting from this extension is often referred to as decentralized oracle or consensus-based

oracle. See Voshmgir (2019) for the term oracle in the context of blockchain.
60 We will confirm limitations of the token-staking scheme in Section 2.1.2.
61 The series of studies introduced in this paragraph, focusing on the incentive mechanism for
consensus-building in P2P systems, is nowadays often referred to as cryptoeconomics (Buterin, 2015;
Davidson et al., 2016; Zamfir, 2015) or token economy (Voshmgir, 2019).
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mechanisms detailed in Chapters 3 and 4, selects appropriate peers according to
their citation-based expertise, rather than using the proof-of-work or token-staking
scheme that accepts any peer with a certain amount of computational resources or
reward tokens. Thus, addressing this problem has an academic contribution in that
it incorporates expertise into the consensus-building in P2P systems.

1.3.3

State of the Art: Reviewer Assignment Problem

On the contrary, if we take the unreliable consensus-building not from P2P systems
but from citations, the attempt to cover strategic peers has an academic contribution
to the research topic called the Reviewer Assignment Problem (RAP).
RAP originates from Dumais and Nielsen (1992), which proposed "automated
means of assigning the submitted manuscripts to appropriate members of the review committee" (Dumais & Nielsen, 1992, p.1). To achieve automated paper-toreviewer assignment, the RAP considers a system that can quantitatively measure
the expertise of reviewer candidates (mostly authors of other papers) with a variety
of data from submitted documents, such as authors, bibliographies, abstracts, and
keywords62 . (Wang et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2010). This is particularly effective for
academic conferences where the organizing chair needs to assign a large number of
submitted papers to reviewers; indeed, several systems, e.g., GRAPE (Di Mauro et
al., 2005) and Toronto paper matching system (Charlin & Zemel, 2013), have been used
to lessen the burden of conference management.
In this context, the assignment of peers for consensus-building in P2P citation
systems is a RAP that focuses on citation analysis under one-to-one correspondence
between papers and reviewers (see Assumption 1.4.1)63 . Although RAPs tend to
use multi-disciplinary methods (e.g., text mining, artificial intelligence64 ), citation
analysis remains one of the most important methods for finding experts on a given
paper. For example, Yarowsky and Florian (1999) counts how much one author
62 In addition to the expertise, recent studies (e.g., Ahmed et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2014; Long et al.,
2013; Tang et al., 2012) take into account the diversity of reviewers to prevent the biased-review due to
CoI. We will mention this issue again in Section 5.2.3.
63 Because of the assumption of one-to-one correspondence, such simplified RAP is also relevant
to the research topic of research-paper recommender systems (Beel et al., 2016) that considers user-topaper assignment rather than paper-to-reviewer assignment. In particular, Gori and Pucci (2006) is
related to the mechanism this thesis proposes in Chapter 3, in that it uses the PPR algorithm for the
recommendation.
64 For example, see Kolasa and Krol (2011).
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cites the other author’s paper to measure the relevance of two authors; Küçüktunç
et al. (2012) uses Personalized PageRank (PPR; Haveliwala, 2002)—an algorithm this
thesis also employs—for citation networks, to find papers that are both relevant and
important for a submitted paper65 ; Li and Watanabe (2013) incorporates the method
of co-citation analysis (Small, 1973) into its measurement66 .
For this research topic, the problem of unreliable consensus-building is a new
attempt to extend the RAP to a group of strategic peers. This is worth addressing
because it can provide the RAP with robustness and productivity as a P2P system. To
our knowledge, Xu et al. (2019) is the closest to this subject, but their game-theoretic
model does not take into account free-riding, as it is not intended for operation on
P2P systems. Thus, addressing this problem has an academic contribution in that
it extends the RAP to a group of strategic peers who may do free-riding and misreporting.

1.3.4

State of the Art: Network Formation

Moreover, if we consider citations as one of the social networks67 , the attempt to
construct a growing network among strategic peers has an academic contribution to
researches on network formation.
Network formation is a research topic that models the emergence of social networks, such as the friendship between individuals, political alliances between nations, and (of course) citations between documents (e.g., De Paula, 2020; Jackson,
2005a, 2010). Jackson (2005b) classified this research topic into two approaches. One
approach is to model How a certain type of social network appears, assuming that
vertices randomly form edges according to a predetermined probability distribution. Despite the original model with a fixed number of vertices (Erdős & Rényi,
1959, 1960, 1961), the How approach focuses on the growing networks (Section
65 Note

that, in Küçüktunç et al. (2012), the PPR algorithm is referred to as random walk with re-start
(RWR) algorithm.
66 Furthermore, when considering not only citations but also graph in general, we can find a number
of graph-based studies on the RAP. For example, Liu et al. (2014), Rodriguez and Bollen (2006, 2008)
use co-authorship graph, in which vertices and edges each represent authors (i.e., reviewer candidates)
and their co-authorship; Watanabe et al. (2005) uses the graph with a preferential attachment (Barabási
& Albert, 1999; Price, 1976) nature, in which vertices represent keywords of papers and reviewers
(whose number is ever-increasing), and edges represent their co-occurrence.
67 One of the definitions of the term social network is "a set of social relationships for which there is
no common boundary" (Bott & Spillius, 2014, p. 59), which was originally proposed in Bott (1957). For
a history of social network analysis, see Freeman (2004).
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1.1.2)68 . For example, Barabási and Albert (1999) proposed the preferential attachment model where each newborn vertex forms edges according to the degree distribution of existing vertices69 ; Kleinberg et al. (1999), Kumar et al. (2000) proposed
another copying model where each newborn vertex forms edges to neighbours of a
randomly-selected vertex. These growing but non-strategic (random) models have
since improved their fitness with large empirical data (e.g., Leskovec et al., 2008;
Leskovec et al., 2005), or addressed more specific subjects such as link prediction
(Liben-Nowell & Kleinberg, 2007) and community detection (Parthasarathy et al.,
2011)70 .
The other approach is to model Why a certain type of social network that appears, assuming that vertices strategically form edges to maximize their utility. Following the original game-theoretic model (Aumann & Myerson, 1988)71 , the Why
approach focuses on the network formation as a game between a fixed number of
vertices. For example, Jackson and Wolinsky (1996) proposed a non-cooperative
game where each vertex can obtain utility from both direct and indirect connections
with other vertices, but direct connection (edge) needs maintenance cost72 ; Bala and
Goyal (2000), Watts (2001) each extended this game to a dynamic model, where the
former allows vertices to form edges unilaterally (e.g., citation), and the latter does
not allow edges to form without the agreement between two vertices (e.g., matching). These strategic (game-theoretic) but non-growing models have since normatively described network stability and efficiency or addressed more specific topics
such as PageRank games (Hopcroft & Sheldon, 2008) among web pages.
For this research topic, the problem of unreliable consensus-building is a new
attempt to model growing and strategic networks, thereby bridge How and Why
approaches. This is worth addressing because the two approaches are fragmented
68 Even today, the How approach covers models with a fixed number of vertices, especially in the
framework of exponential random graph models (e.g., Robins et al., 2007).
69 Note that Price (1976) and Barabási and Albert (1999) are different in that the former assumes
directed graph while the latter assumes undirected graph. See survey papers (e.g., Albert & Barabási,
2002; Boccaletti et al., 2006) for further studies based on the preferential attachment.
70 See also Aggarwal and Subbian (2014).
71 This study follows Myerson (1977) which is the first study to incorporate graph-theory into the
discussion of resource allocation under the cooperative game.
72 Specifically, Jackson and Wolinsky (1996) presented two models, which they called the connections
model and the co-author model, respectively.
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(Jackson, 2005b, 2010)73 , even though many social networks (including citations)
have both growing and strategic aspects. To our knowledge, Avin et al. (2018) is the
closest to this subject, but their game-theoretic model focuses only on the preferential attachment without incentive mechanisms. Thus, addressing this problem has
an academic contribution in that it bridges How and Why approaches on network
formation through incentive mechanisms for the growing and strategic network.

In this section, we confirmed the difficulty of citations in a P2P system. To
summarize, citations in a P2P system are difficult because their consensus-building
has remained unreliable due to three problems that preceding studies have not addressed simultaneously: free-riding, strategic misreporting, and reviewer assignment. Addressing this problem has academic contributions in that it (i) incorporates
expertise into the consensus-building in P2P systems, (ii) extends the RAP to a group
of strategic peers, (iii) bridges How and Why approaches on network formation.

1.4

Research Question

Then, can we solve this problem by some incentive mechanism, as preceding studies
on consensus-building in P2P systems have done? This is what this thesis specifically examines as the RQ.
Definition 1.4.1 (Research question). The Research Question (RQ) of this thesis is:
Can we design some incentive mechanism to solve the unreliable consensus-building in P2P
citation systems?74
Sections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 imply that Definition 1.4.1 is to address free-riding, strategic misreporting, and reviewer assignment simultaneously by using rewards and
game-theoretic concepts. We propose two incentive mechanisms that provide gametheoretically computed rewards to peers who contribute to consensus-building as
73 See pp. 9-10, p. 29 in Jackson (2005b); pp. 153-154, p. 459 in Jackson (2010). Note that, although it
is a non-strategic model, Jackson and Rogers (2007) proposed a growing network consisting of agents
(vertices) who can form edges to maximize their utility function.
74 See Figure 1.6 for the term unreliable consensus-building and Definition 1.2.2 for the term P2P
citation systems, respectively.
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F IGURE 1.6: One-to-One Correspondences Assumed in Three Layers. This thesis assumes
that individuals-to-peers, peers-to-products, and thus individuals-to-products are all oneto-one correspondence. This assumption frees incentive mechanisms from spamming and
the Sybil attack, thereby allowing our discussion to focus on citations Gt = (Vt , Et ).

reviewers (see Chapters 3 and 4 for details). This section first introduces three assumptions to examine the RQ and then confirms the RQ’s academic and social contributions.

1.4.1

Assumptions of the RQ

As a first step to examine the RQ, this thesis sets three assumptions, where the first
and second ones are to simplify the problem of unreliable consensus-building, and
the third one is to define the goal of this thesis.
Assumption 1.4.1 (One-to-one correspondence). In P2P citation systems (Definition
1.2.2), individuals-to-peers, peers-to-products, and thus individuals-to-products are
all one-to-one correspondence.
The first assumption concerns the structure of P2P citation systems. As Figure
1.6 depicts, Assumption 1.4.1 leads to a simplified environment in which all individuals—now synonymous with peers—can neither post more than one intellectual
product nor share one intellectual product as a co-author. In other words, each individual (= peer) independently does one-shot registration. This setting frees incentive mechanisms from several problems, such as spamming (e.g., Hayati et al.,
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2010; Sahami et al., 1998) and a Sybil attack (Douceur, 2002)75 , thereby allowing our
discussion to focus on citations Gt = (Vt , Et ).
Assumption 1.4.2 (Expected rewards as objective). Peers aim to maximize the total
amount of their expected rewards.
The second assumption concerns the objective of peers, which can free incentive
mechanisms from the two issues required in practice. One is to make rewards sufficient incentives for peers. For example, the Bitcoin protocol sustains the value of bitcoin with several mechanisms, such as the proof-of-work to impose computational
resources on the issue of new bitcoin, difficulty adjustment to stabilize in-flow of the
computational resources, and block-reward halving to fix the total supply of bitcoin
(Nakamoto et al., 2008). The other is to consider the incentive outside P2P systems,
which remains to be discussed so much in the context of consensus-building in P2P
systems. For example, the Bitcoin protocol is still at the risk of Goldfinger attack (Kroll
et al., 2013) in which peers, even though they receive bitcoin as a reward, attempt to
damage its value for incentives outside the protocol, such as short-selling or holding
alternative assets. Assumption 1.4.2 allows our discussion to leave out these two
issues.
Thus, Assumptions 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 simplify the unreliable consensus-building
into a reward maximization problem that is closed within a given growing DAG.
How to relax Assumptions 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 will be discussed in Chapter 5.
Assumption 1.4.3 (Reliable consensus-building). Consensus-building is reliable if
peers can (i) be reviewers more often as they get higher PR scores and (ii) maximize
the amount of expected rewards per review by always reporting true beliefs.
Finally, the third assumption defines the goal of this thesis by setting the conditions for reliable consensus-building. Note that Assumption 1.4.3 covers reviewer
assignment in that condition (i) measures expertise of peers with PR scores, freeriding in that condition (ii) rewards reviewers, and strategic misreporting in that
75 Spamming is "the act of spreading unsolicited and unrelated content" (Hayati et al., 2010, p. 1),
and the Sybil attack is "the forging of multiple identities" (Douceur, 2002, p. 251). In the framework
of P2P citation systems, spamming and the Sybil attack can be interpreted as (extreme) one-to-many
correspondences in individual-to-products and individual-to-peers, respectively.
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condition (ii) provides maximized expected rewards when reviewers always report their true beliefs, respectively76 . Intuitively, peers (= individuals = intellectual
products) should register intellectual products that will attract more citations in the
future and always report their own and others’ citation relationships truthfully. This
thesis intends for the P2P citation system where peers autonomously build a reliable
consensus through such an environment. Assumption 1.4.3 is directly related to the
conclusion of this thesis: if our proposal—two incentive mechanisms in Chapters 3
and 4—satisfies conditions (i) and (ii), then the answer to the RQ will be Yes; otherwise, it will be No. We will confirm this through a combination of theory (Chapter
2) and experiments (Chapters 3 and 4).
These are the assumptions to examine the RQ. On the other hand, this thesis
needs further assumptions regarding peer prediction method (Miller et al., 2005)—a
game-theoretic method our incentive mechanisms employ for reward computation.
The author will describe them in Chapter 2 and summarize all assumptions when
answering the RQ in Chapter 6.

1.4.2

Contributions of the RQ

For academic contributions, we have already confirmed them in Sections 1.3.2–1.3.4
on the unreliable consensus-building; namely,
• incorporating expertise into the consensus-building in P2P systems,
• extending the RAP to a group of strategic peers,
• bridging How and Why approaches on network formation.
In addition, the RQ leads to the methodology that has the following other academic
contributions:
• providing strong truthfulness for random walks on graphs,
• leveraging graphs to make peer prediction practical.
Chapter 2 will detail these academic contributions of methodology.
Furthermore, given potential applications of the two incentive mechanisms, the
RQ has the following social contribution:
76 We

will define what a true belief is in Section 2.3.
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• developing a new reward source for open-access intellectual products.
Chapter 5 will detail this social contribution of the RQ.
Thus, the RQ has academic and social contributions, with part of the former
stemming from the methodology. These contributions are the background and motivation for the writing of this thesis.

In this section, we confirmed what the specific RQ of this thesis is. To summarize, the RQ is: Can we design some incentive mechanism to solve the unreliable consensusbuilding in P2P citation systems?, which includes both academic and social contributions (Section 1.4.2) under Assumptions 1.4.1–1.4.3.

1.5

Thesis Outline

To consider the RQ, this thesis consists of six chapters, including this Chapter 1. Figure 1.7 illustrates an outline of the chapters and their relationships, where Chapters
3 and 4 discuss two different incentive mechanisms.
Chapter 2 covers the methodology, which first highlights that this thesis proposes
two incentive mechanisms—an incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus (Chapter
3) for scientific publications and patents, and an incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus (Chapter 4) for web pages77 . Despite algorithmic differences, both mechanisms combine random walks on graphs and peer prediction methods, where the
former is specifically the PPR algorithm (Haveliwala, 2002) or two-path mechanism
(Babichenko et al., 2018) and the latter is multi-task peer prediction (DG13; Dasgupta
& Ghosh, 2013)78 . We here review these three components, including the academic
contribution of their combination. Furthermore, this chapter mentions experimental
datasets retrieved from three real-world citations, corresponding to scientific publications (from arXiv), patents (from USPTO), and web pages (from Google).
Chapter 3 introduces the incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus, which is
mainly for citations on scientific publications and patents. This chapter is based on
77 Note that since the only essential difference between the two incentive mechanisms is whether or
not there is a case for rejection (see Chapters 3 and 4 for details), we can use these mechanisms for other
intellectual products (in the extreme, we can use the former for web pages and the latter for scientific
publications and patents).
78 See Table 2.1.
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F IGURE 1.7: Thesis Outline. This thesis consists of six chapters including this Chapter 1.
After describing methodology in Chapter 2, Chapters 3 and 4 each propose two different
mechanisms: incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus and incentive mechanism with
ex-post consensus. Discussions on potential applications and future studies of these two
mechanisms are together in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis with the
summary of each chapter and the answer to the RQ.

Ito and Tanaka (2019) that combines Haveliwala (2002) and Dasgupta and Ghosh
(2013). Since scientific publications and patents are generally published after peerreview, the mechanism first builds consensus on the validity of intellectual products
(and their citations) ex-ante then accepts only the peer-reviewed products into the
system. Here, the PPR algorithm (Haveliwala, 2002) assigns appropriate reviewers
(vertices) to a newly arrived intellectual product (vertex), and the multi-task peer
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prediction (Dasgupta & Ghosh, 2013) provides maximum expected rewards for reviewers who always report their true beliefs. Experiments confirm Assumption 1.4.3
using real-world datasets retrieved from arXiv and USPTO.
Chapter 4 introduces the incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus, which is
mainly for citations on web pages. This chapter is based on Ito et al. (2018, 2019)
that combines Babichenko et al. (2018) and Dasgupta and Ghosh (2013). Since web
pages are generally published without peer-review, the mechanism first accepts all
products coming into the system then builds consensus on the validity of intellectual
products (and their citations) ex-post. Here, the two-path mechanism (Babichenko et
al., 2018) randomly draws two paths on reviewers (vertices) to search an important
intellectual product (vertex), and the multi-task peer prediction (Dasgupta & Ghosh,
2013) provides maximum expected rewards for reviewers who always report their
true beliefs. Experiments confirm Assumption 1.4.3 using real-world datasets retrieved from Google.
Chapter 5 discusses potential applications and future studies of the two incentive mechanisms. The first half of this chapter shows that potential applications
are (as Section 1.2 implies) to make crowdsourcing robust and productive, while introducing related systems and synergies with Creative Commons (CC; Lessig, 2004),
Semantic Web (Berners-Lee et al., 2001), and Linked Open Data (Berners-Lee, 2006). We
also confirm that potential applications lead to the social contribution of developing
a new reward source for open-access intellectual products79 . On the other hand,
the second half of this chapter considers how to relax the strong Assumptions 1.4.1
and 1.4.2 as future studies, while introducing useful preceding studies (e.g., Goel
et al., 2020a; Iwamura et al., 2019; Nakamoto et al., 2008). Future studies other than
relaxing these assumptions are summarized as open questions.
Chapter 6 finally concludes this thesis with a summary of each chapter and the
answer to the RQ. This thesis clarified that subject to several assumptions (including
Assumptions 1.4.1–1.4.3), the answer to the RQ is Yes.
79 See

Chapter 5 for a definition of the term open-access.
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1.6

Summary of This Chapter

This chapter introduced some backgrounds and preliminaries of this thesis which
aims at consensus-building in P2P systems. We can summarize all arguments in
Chapter 1 as answers to the questions presented at the beginning:
• Why are citations important? (1.1) — Citations are important because their structure as a growing DAG can be a source of quantitative measures to evaluate
the ever-increasing intellectual products efficiently,
• Why are citations in a P2P system important? (1.2) — Citations in a P2P system are
important because they are independent of possibly misbehaved centralized
authorities and can obtain both robustness and productivity,
• Why are citations in a P2P system difficult? (1.3) — Citations in a P2P system
are difficult because their consensus-building has remained unreliable due to
three problems: free-riding, strategic misreporting, and reviewer assignment.
• What is the Research Question (RQ) of this thesis? (1.4) — The RQ of this thesis is:
Can we design some incentive mechanism to solve the unreliable consensus-building
in P2P citation systems?,
• What are academic contributions of the RQ? (1.3–1.4) — Academic contributions
of the RQ are (i) incorporating expertise into the consensus-building in P2P
systems, (ii) extending the RAP to a group of strategic peers, (iii) bridging
How and Why approaches on network formation.
Based on the above, the next Chapter 2 covers the methodology of this thesis, which
examines the RQ through two incentive mechanisms (with ex-ante or ex-post consensus) consisting of the same research fields—random walks on graphs and peer
prediction methods.
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Methodology
To examine the RQ, as mentioned in Section 1.5, this thesis proposes two incentive mechanisms (with ex-ante or ex-post consensus) consisting of the same research
fields—random walks on graphs and peer prediction methods. Chapter 2 covers the
details of such methodology, while answering the following questions:
• Why are the two incentive mechanisms important? (2.1.1),
• Why are random walks on graphs important? (2.1.2),
• Why are peer prediction methods important? (2.1.2),
• What are academic contributions of the methodology? (2.2–2.3).
Furthermore, this chapter mentions experimental datasets (2.4) which were retrieved
from three real-world citations, corresponding to scientific publications (from arXiv),
patents (from USPTO), and web pages (from Google).

2.1

The Two Incentive Mechanisms

The two incentive mechanisms this thesis proposes are the incentive mechanism with
ex-ante consensus and the incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus, where the former
is based on Ito and Tanaka (2019), and the latter is based on Ito et al. (2018, 2019). This
first section briefly introduces the importance of these two incentive mechanisms
and their components, according to Table 2.1 below.
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TABLE 2.1: Differences between the Two Incentive Mechanisms.

Incentive Mechanisms
with ex-ante consensus

with ex-post consensus

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

Ito and Tanaka (2019)

Ito et al. (2018, 2019)

Main Scopes
Citations with

peer-review

no peer-review

Citations on

scientific publications, patents

web pages

Random walk by

Haveliwala (2002)
Personalized PageRank

Babichenko et al. (2018)
Two path mechanism

Peer prediction by

Dasgupta and Ghosh (2013)
Multi-task peer prediction

Dasgupta and Ghosh (2013)
Multi-task peer prediction

Discussed in
Based on

Components

2.1.1

Main Scopes

First of all, we consider the two incentive mechanisms to cover different types of
citations: citations with peer-review and citations without peer-review.
Precisely, the former corresponds to citations on scientific papers and patents,
which, in general, cannot be published unless they have passed peer-review by centralized authorities (i.e., editorial boards, patent examiners). To construct such citations in a P2P system, the incentive mechanism has to first build consensus on
the validity of intellectual products (and their citations) ex-ante and then accept only
peer-reviewed products into the system. See Chapter 3 for the detail of this ex-ante
consensus.
On the other hand, the latter corresponds to citations on web pages which, in
general, can be published without peer-review but will be subject to a ranking by
a centralized authority (i.e., search engine). To construct such citations in a P2P
system, the incentive mechanism has to first accepts all products coming into the
system and then build consensus on the validity of intellectual products (and their
citations) ex-post. See Chapter 4 for the detail of this ex-post consensus.
Thus, the two incentive mechanisms are important because they allow us to
cover citations with peer-review (e.g., those on scientific publications and patents)
and citations without peer-review (e.g., those on web pages).

2.1. The Two Incentive Mechanisms

2.1.2
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Components

Despite their different main scopes, both incentive mechanisms consist of the same
research fields: random walks on graphs and peer prediction methods.
Random walks on graphs are a graphical representation of Markov-chain transitions, which repeatedly move from a vertex to one of its neighbors at random
(Lovász et al., 1993). For the two incentive mechanisms, this component is useful to
address reviewer assignment (Figure 1.5) as a network-based importance measure.
Random walks on graphs, although originally intended to represent state transitions1 , have been applied to measure the importance of each vertex, especially since
Brin and Page (1998) and Page et al. (1999) developed the PR algorithm2 . As Table
2.1 shows, the incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus uses the PPR algorithm
(Haveliwala, 2002), while the incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus uses the
two-path mechanism (Babichenko et al., 2018); both of which are extensions of the
PR algorithm. We will review their details in Section 2.2.
Peer prediction is a reward-based game-theoretic method that aims to elicit true
beliefs from peers who report on tasks with no ground truth3 (e.g., peer-review of
scientific publications, customer review in online shopping) (Miller et al., 2005). For
the two incentive mechanisms, this component is useful to address free-riding and
strategic misreporting (Figure 1.5), as an alternative to the existing token-staking
scheme (Ito, 2018)4 . Peer prediction methods, although quite new to consensusbuilding in P2P systems5 , have more potential than the token-staking scheme where
peers may not participate in consensus-building to avoid losing tokens (i.e., freeriding)6 or may stake tokens based on the prediction of other peers’ beliefs rather
than their own (i.e., strategic misreporting)7 . As Table 2.1 shows, both of the two
1 One of the common examples is shuffling a deck of cards.

By assuming a graph whose vertices are
all permutations of the deck, and edges are directed to vertices that each vertex can reach in a single
shuffle, we can represent repeated shuffle moves by the random walk on the graph.
2 See Section 1.1.1 and Section 1.3.3 for the application of the PR algorithm in the context of citation
analysis and RAP, respectively.
3 This concept is referred to as information elicitation without verification (Waggoner & Chen, 2014).
4 See Section 1.3.2 for the details of the token-staking scheme.
5 To our knowledge, only Goel et al. (2020a), Goel et al. (2020b) use peer prediction methods into
consensus-building in P2P systems.
6 See Appendix A for reward computation in the token-staking scheme.
7 This is referred to as Keynesian beauty contest. Recently, this concept has been generalized as the pBeauty contest game (e.g., Moulin, 1986; Nagel, 1995): a number-guessing game in which players predict
mean value (of submitted numbers) multiplied by p ∈ (0, 1]. If the game guesses the mean value (i.e.,
p = 1), there exist multiple Nash equilibria as the number of choices.
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incentive mechanisms use a multi-task peer prediction by Dasgupta and Ghosh (2013,
DG13) because of its simplicity and strong solution concept. We will review its detail
in Section 2.3.
Thus, random walks on graphs and peer prediction methods are important for
the two incentive mechanisms because the former is useful to address reviewer assignments in citations. The latter is useful to address free-riding and strategic misreporting in P2P systems.

In this section, the author briefly introduced the importance of the two incentive
mechanisms and their components. To summarize, the two incentive mechanisms
are important because they allow us to cover citations with peer-review (e.g., those
on scientific publications and patents) and citations without peer-review (e.g., those
on web pages); moreover, for both incentive mechanisms, random walks on graphs
and peer prediction methods are important to address reviewer assignment and freeriding and strategic misreporting.

2.2

Random Walks on Graphs

Random walks on graphs—one component of the two incentive mechanisms—can
be quantified with the probability matrix P whose element pij designates the probability of Markov-chain transition from vertex j to vertex i (e.g., equation 1.1).
Definition 2.2.1 (Random walk). A random walk is the walk8 whose sequence of vertices are stochastically determined according to P ( G )9 .
One advantage of the matrix representation is that we can consider the importance
of each vertex in G as P ( G )’s dominant (right) eigenvector (corresponding to eigenvalue 1), which is known to indicate the stationary distribution of iterative random
walks (e.g., Axelsson, 1996; Pillai et al., 2005).
Based on this property, the PR algorithm (Brin & Page, 1998; Page et al., 1999)
computes the dominant eigenvector of the following probability matrix PPR :
8 See

Definition 1.1.3.
again that P ( G ) makes the stochasticity adjustment to a DAG. In other words, even though
the random walk ends up reaching the vertex with no out-edges, it is iterated by jumping to one of the
existing vertices uniformly at random.
9 Note
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1
1,
|V |

(2.1)

where 1 is |V | × |V | matrix whose elements are all 1, and α ∈ [0, 1] is an exogenous
parameter called damping factor10 (i.e., PPR is the linear combination of two probability matrices: P and 1/|V |11 ). Namely, PPR quantifies the iterative random walks
which, with probability α, jump to one of all existing vertices uniformly at random12 .
This modification is to make the PR algorithm work even in the directed graph, including dead-end loops.

2.2.1

Personalized PageRank Algorithm (Haveliwala, 2002)

The PPR algorithm (Haveliwala, 2002)13 is an extension of the PR algorithm, which
aims to apply the random walk to recommender systems such as user-to-paper assignment (Gori & Pucci, 2006) and paper-to-reviewer assignment (Küçüktunç et al.,
2012; Liu et al., 2014). While the PR algorithm computes the importance of each
vertex in G from the viewpoint of the entire graph structure, the PPR algorithm
computes it from the viewpoint of given base vertices Vb ⊂ V. Specifically, the PPR
algorithm computes the dominant eigenvector of the following probability matrix
PPPR , which is slightly different from PPR :

PPPR = (1 − α)P + α

1
B,
|Vb |

(2.2)

where B is |V | × |V | matrix whose element bij becomes 1 if i is included in base
vertices Vb ; otherwise, it becomes 0 (i.e., PPPR is the linear combination of the two
probability matrices: P and B/|Vb |). Namely, PPPR quantifies the iterative random
walks, which, with probability α, jump to one of the base vertices uniformly at random14 . This modification allows the PPR algorithm to incorporate the relevance of
Vb into its importance measure.
10 In

most cases, α = 0.15.
probability matrix 1/|V | is often referred to as teleportation matrix.
12 For this property, the PR algorithm is often categorized as random surfer models.
13 This algorithm is originally named Topic-sensitive PageRank. The term Personalized PageRank became common after Jeh and Widom (2003) allowed Haveliwala (2002) to set up a larger number of base
vertices Vb .
14 For this property, the PPR algorithm is often categorized as random walk with restart (RWR) models.
11 The
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As we will confirm in Chapter 3, the incentive mechanism with ex-ante con-

sensus uses the PPR algorithm to assign reviewers (vertices) to a newly submitted
intellectual product (vertex). Furthermore, experimental studies will show that this
PPR-based reviewer assignment is positively correlated with the PR score, i.e., the
incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus satisfies condition (i) of Assumption
1.4.3.

2.2.2

Two Path Mechanism (Babichenko et al., 2018)

The two-path mechanism (Babichenko et al., 2018) is another extension of the PR
algorithm, which aims to protect the random walk from strategic misreporting by
vertices (peers). As the name implies, this mechanism leverages path—a particular
type of walk:
Definition 2.2.2 (Path). A path is the walk whose vertices are all distinct15 .
Definition 2.2.3 (Random path). A random path is the path whose sequence of vertices are stochastically determined according to P ( G ).
Instead of using iterative random walks, the two-path mechanism regards an important vertex as the first intersection of two independent random paths drawn by
letting each vertex sequentially report out-edges (the detailed algorithm will be described in Chapter 4).
The gist of this simple mechanism is that any vertex can no longer manipulate
its probability to be the first intersection at reporting out-edges. We can formulate
this as weak truthfulness—a solution concept to show "agents are indifferent between
lying and truthtelling" (Dasgupta & Ghosh, 2013, p. 321)—by assuming that any
vertex i ∈ V ( G ) reports its out-edges according to strategy σi (see Assumption 2.3.4)
and obtains rewards as a random variable Xi that takes some fixed value when i
becomes the first intersection and zero otherwise:
Definition 2.2.4 (Weak truthfulness). A mechanism satisfies weak truthfulness in expectation, if E [ Xi | σi∗ , σ−i ] = E [ Xi | σi , σ−i ] holds for every i, σi , σ−i ,
15 Thus, path differs from walk in that the drawing process stops when it reaches a previously visited

vertex, which implies that path and walk are identical concepts on DAGs.
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where σ−i = (σj ) j∈V (G)\{i} denotes the pair of strategies by all vertices except i, and
σi∗ denotes the truthtelling strategy by i. Thus, σi has no effect on E [ Xi ], irrespective
of σ−i 16 . Babichenko et al. (2018) proved that the two-path mechanism satisfies such
weak truthfulness on DAGs and also has a good approximation to the importance
measure associated with the PR algorithm17 .
Proposition 2.2.1 (Weak truthfulness in the two-path mechanism). For DAGs, the
two-path mechanism satisfies weak truthfulness.
See proposition 3.1 in Babichenko et al. (2018), for the proof of this proposition.
As we will confirm in Chapter 4, the incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus uses the two-path mechanism to assign reviewers (vertices) to out-edges of existing intellectual products (vertices). Furthermore, experimental studies will show
that this two-path reviewer assignment is positively correlated with the PR score,
i.e., the incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus satisfies condition (i) of Assumption 1.4.3.

2.2.3

State of the Art: Random Walks on Graphs

Random walks on graphs were, to the best of our knowledge, first proposed by
Göbel and Jagers (1974) as a hybrid of Markov-chain transitions and graph theory.
According to surveys (e.g., Aldous & Fill, 1995; Lovász et al., 1993), most of the
early study was theoretical (perhaps due to technical constraints), such as estimating
hitting times (the number of steps to reach a vertex) or mixing times (the number of
steps to converge to the stationary distribution) for a given graph18 .
Studies with implementation have flourished, especially since Brin and Page
(1998) and Page et al. (1999) developed the PR algorithm in computer science19 ; their
16 Note that truthfulness, also known as strategy-proofness or incentive-compatibility (Nisan et al., 2007),
would bemore popular
 solution concept. Specifically, a mechanism satisfies truthfulness in expectation, if E Xi | σi∗ , σ−i ≥ E [ Xi | σi , σ−i ] holds for every i, σi , σ−i , meaning that no agent can obtain a
higher expected utility by any possible strategy deviating from his/her true beliefs. Needless to say,
weak truthfulness is a necessary condition of truthfulness.
17 Babichenko et al. (2018) uses an importance measure I (i ) which designates the probability of visiting a vertex i in one random path multiplied by |V |. With the adjacency matrix A = ( aij ), this can be
defined as I (i ) = ∑ j aij pij I ( j) + 1, while the PR score for i can be described as PR(i ) = ∑ j aij pij PR( j)
in the α = 1 case.
18 Before the advent of WWW, random walks on graphs assumed electrical networks as their main
application (e.g., Chandra et al., 1996; Nash-Williams, 1959).
19 Chung and Zhao (2010) discusses in detail the relevance of the PR algorithm and the early studies
on random walks on graphs.
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contribution was to introduce the aforementioned damping factor α, thereby making the random walk practical as a measure of importance for web pages20 . Random
walks on graphs, thanks to the proliferation of the PR algorithm, were the basis for
a variety of subsequent algorithms with different purposes, such as spam detection
(e.g., Becchetti et al., 2008; Gyongyi et al., 2004), link prediction (e.g., Backstrom &
Leskovec, 2011; Liben-Nowell & Kleinberg, 2007), and recommendation (e.g., Gori &
Pucci, 2006; Haveliwala, 2002; Küçüktunç et al., 2012). See Gleich (2015) for a more
comprehensive review of the PR algorithm and its applications.
For these studies, the methodology of this thesis has an academic contribution in
that it provides strong truthfulness (Shnayder et al., 2016a, Definition 2.3.1) for random walks on graphs. One of the recent research topics is to make random walks
on graphs satisfy truthfulness (or strategy-proofness or incentive-compatibility) that
intuitively represents the situation where no agent can obtain a higher utility by any
possible strategy deviating from their true beliefs (e.g., Nisan et al., 2007). This is especially important for P2P systems because peers, who know the details of ranking
(or consensus) algorithms, may strategically misreport the graph structure (Section
1.3.1)21 . Strategic misreporting in random walks has been studied since EigenTrust
(Kamvar et al., 2003)22 . The two-path mechanism (Babichenko et al., 2018) is the first
to achieve the weak truthfulness (Definition 2.2.4)23 . In this context, the methodology of this thesis—combining random walks on graphs with DG13—is an enhancement of their solution concept from weak to strong truthfulness by leveraging multitask peer prediction.

In this section, we confirmed the details of the PPR algorithm (Haveliwala, 2002)
20 Note

again that, although it was neither practical at that time nor directly related to the early
studies on random walks on graphs, Pinski and Narin (1976) already proposed the use of stationary
distribution as a measure of importance for scientific publications.
21 In other words, unless random walks on graphs satisfy truthfulness or relevant solution concepts,
the aforementioned spam detection, link prediction, recommendation, etc. inevitably rely on some
centralized authority to keep their details secret (e.g., the ranking algorithm in Google).
22 EigenTrust is an algorithm for reputation management in P2P file-sharing systems, which leverages the random walk on the graph of reciprocal evaluation among peers. While this algorithm assumes P2P systems, it requires pre-trusted peers if there exists a group of malicious peers doing strategic misreporting.
23 More recently, several studies (e.g., Was
˛ et al., 2019) have taken an axiomatic approach to the
truthfulness in random walks on graphs.
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F IGURE 2.1: Peer Prediction Methods. In order to model true beliefs for tasks with no
ground truth, peer prediction methods assume that peers (vertices) i, j receive signals Si , S j
from task and report them as Ri , R j that will be used to compute rewards Xi , X j . Here,
expected rewards should be maximized when peers provide true beliefs—truthtelling of
realized signals (i.e., ri = si , r j = s j ).

and the two-path mechanism (Babichenko et al., 2018). To summarize, the PPR algorithm and the two-path mechanism are both extensions of the PR algorithm (Page
et al., 1999), which adds the concepts of relevance and weak-truthfulness, respectively. The methodology of this thesis—combining random walks on graphs with
DG13—has an academic contribution in that it provides the strong truthfulness for
random walks on graphs.

2.3

Peer Prediction Methods

Peer prediction methods—the other component of the two incentive mechanisms—
require several assumptions to model true beliefs for tasks with no ground truth.
First of all, the methods assume that there exists at least two non-cooperative peers
(vertices) i and j who report signals emitted from tasks24 .
Assumption 2.3.1 (Signal reporting). Peers i and j each report what signals Si and S j
were, which are discrete random variables emitted from the task.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the signal reporting and the role of peer prediction, in which
peers i, j receive signals Si , S j and report them as Ri , R j that will be used by peer prediction to compute rewards Xi , X j . Here, Si , S j , Ri , R j , Xi , X j are all random variables,
24 Note

that we can apply peer prediction methods to more than two peers, just by picking j randomly from peers assigned to the same task when computing i’s rewards.
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and let si , s j , ri , r j , xi , x j denote their realizations. Peer prediction methods regard true
beliefs as truthtelling of signals (i.e., ri = si , r j = s j ) and aim to provide maximum
 
expected rewards E [ Xi ] , E X j when peers keep truthtelling.
Furthermore, although several peer-prediction methods (e.g., Miller et al., 2005;
Shnayder et al., 2016a) consider multiple signals, this thesis focuses on binary signals
with positive correlation:
Assumption 2.3.2 (Binary signals). si , s j ∈ {0, 1}.
In other words, the task is subject to a binary choice, such as {accept, reject} in
academic peer-review and {agree, disagree} in a vote of confidence. Assumption
2.3.2 implies ri , r j ∈ {0, 1} as well.
Assumption 2.3.3 (Positive correlation). Binary signals {0, 1} to peers i and j are
positively correlated; namely, Pr (Si = 0 | S j = 0) > Pr (Si = 0) and Pr (Si = 1 | S j =
1) > Pr (Si = 1)25 .
Positive correlation intuitively means that i and j have, to some extent, similar beliefs
on assigned task26 . We will discuss Assumption 2.3.3 further in Section 2.3.2.
Finally, based on Assumptions 2.3.1–2.3.2, we can define strategy as follows:
Assumption 2.3.4 (Strategies as probability matrices). Peers i and j follow mixed
strategies σi and σj that have probability matrices P (σi ) and P (σj ), respectively.
Figure 2.2 introduces several examples of P (σi )—a probability matrix for i’s mixed
strategy σi —whose element prs designates the probability of reporting ri from si ; accordingly, in si ∈ {0, 1} case, P (σi ) is 2 × 2 matrix. Figure 2.2a represents truthtelling
strategy σi∗ that lets i always report true signals, which corresponds to P (σi∗ ) as
the identity matrix; Figure 2.2b represents perverse strategy that lets i always report
wrong signals, which corresponds to P (σi ) as the flipped identity matrix; Figure
2.2c represents an example of uninformative strategy that lets i stochastically report 0
or 1 independent of realized signals, which corresponds to P (σi ) as matrices whose
column vectors are all identical; then, Figure 2.2d represents an example of other
possible strategies.
25 Simultaneously,

Pr (Si = 1 | S j = 0) < Pr (Si = 1) and Pr (Si = 0 | S j = 1) < Pr (Si = 0).
26 This positive correlation is one of the simplest examples for stochastic relevance (Johnson et al., 2002)

that means, for all s0 6= s00 , there exists at least one signal s such that Pr (Si = s | S j = s0 ) 6= Pr (Si = s |
S j = s00 ) (Shnayder et al., 2016a). Stochastic relevance is a necessary condition for most peer prediction
methods, including the model for multiple signals.
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F IGURE 2.2: Strategies as Probability Matrices. Peer prediction methods often represent
a peer i’s mixed strategy σi as probability matrix P (σi ) whose element prs designates the
probability of reporting ri from si ; accordingly, in si ∈ {0, 1} case, P (σi ) is 2 × 2 matrix. Here,
P (σi ) becomes (a) the identity matrix if i always report true signals (truthtelling strategy;
σi∗ ), (b) the flipped identity matrix if i always reports wrong signals (perverse strategy), (c)
matrices whose column vectors are all identical if i stochastically reports 0 or 1 independent
of realized signals (uninformative strategy).

2.3.1

Multi-Task Peer Prediction (Dasgupta & Ghosh, 2013)

Multi-task peer prediction is an extension of peer prediction methods, which, as the
name implies, assigns multiple tasks to a single peer for reward computation with
stronger solution concept27 . Specifically, we use DG13—a multi-task peer prediction
that satisfies the following strong truthfulness (Shnayder et al., 2016a):
Definition 2.3.1 (Strong truthfulness). A mechanism satisfies strong truthfulness if
h
i


E Xi | σi∗ , σj∗ ≥ E Xi | σi , σj holds for every σi , σj , where equality occurs only
when both i and j adopt the perverse strategy28 .
In other words, strong truthfulness can provide strictly higher expected rewards
for the pair of truthtelling strategies than for other realistic strategy pairs, which is
important to satisfy condition (ii) of Assumption 1.4.329 .
Now, we need additional notations to distinguish between multiple tasks. Let Mi
and M j each denote the sets of tasks assigned to peers i and j, and let M∗ = Mi ∩ M j
27 See

Section 2.3.2 for the limitation of preceding peer-prediction methods.
original definition by Shnayder et al. (2016a) generalizes both truthful and perverse strategies
as permutation strategy to encompass the case of multiple signals.
29 Note that, contrary to the name, strongly truthfulness is a weaker concept than truthfulness (and
weak truthfulness) in that i’s best response depends on j’s strategy.
28 The
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denote the set of overlapped tasks which are assigned to both i and j; moreover, let
30
m m
rim , r m
j , xi , x j denote realizations of Ri , R j , Xi , X j for a task m, respectively .

DG13 computes rewards for any overlapped task m∗ ∈ M∗ (thus, E [ Xi ] means
the amount of i’s expected rewards per report for an overlapped task), with the
following rule:
∗

∗

∗

0

n n 31
xim = δ(rim , r m
j ) − δ (ri , r j ) ,

(2.3)

where n ∈ Mi \ {m∗ } and n0 ∈ M j \ {m∗ } denote two tasks (n 6= n0 ) randomly
selected from those to which each peer was assigned other than m∗ 32 , and δ is Kronecker delta denoting the following function:

δ( a, b) =

∗




0

if a 6= b,



1

if a = b.

∗

∗
δ(rim , r m
j ) is reward term, which becomes 1 if i and j have the same report for m ,
0

and 0 otherwise. On the other hand, δ(rin , r nj ) is penalty term, which randomly picks
two different tasks n ∈ Mi \ {m∗ } and n0 ∈ M j \ {m∗ } then compares their reports
∗

in the same manner. Thus, xim ∈ {−1, 0, 1} holds for every m∗ ∈ M∗ .
For example, if peers i and j always report 1, i.e., P (σi ) = P (σj ) =

00
11



, then

E [ Xi ] = 0 holds because the values of reward and penalty terms in equation 2.3
both become 1. We can derive the same result from another uninformative strategy

0.5
P (σi ) = P (σj ) = 0.5
0.5 0.5 as well, where the expected values of reward and penalty
terms both become 0.5.
Theorem 2.3.1 (Strong truthfulness in DG13). DG13 satisfies strong truthfulness.
See Appendix B for the proof of this theorem.
As we will confirm in Chapters 3 and 4, the two incentive mechanisms both use
DG13 for their reward computation. Furthermore, experimental studies will show
that the strong truthfulness in DG13 works even combined with the PPR algorithm
and the two-path mechanism, i.e., the two incentive mechanisms satisfy condition
(ii) of Assumption 1.4.3.
30 Note that Assumption 2.3.3 holds even across multiple tasks. Thus, multi-task peer predictions
require similarity (to some extent) not only in the belief of peers but also in the type of assigned tasks.
31 Here, because of symmetry, x m∗ = x m∗ holds.
i
j
32 Therefore, DG13 needs | M ∗ | ≥ 1 and at least three tasks: m∗ , n, n0 .
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State of the Art: Peer Prediction Methods

Peer prediction method was first introduced by Miller et al. (2005) as a hybrid of
the proper scoring rule (e.g., Gneiting & Raftery, 2007) and game theory; specifically,
it originally assumed a single task emitting stochastic but correlated signals and
computed a peer i’s reward xi based on how much ri would affect r j . One of the
limitations for early peer-prediction methods, as Jurca and Faltings (2005) pointed
out, was that they had multiple Nash equilibria, including those by uninformative
strategies (Figure 2.2c)33 .
To overcome the limitation, Dasgupta and Ghosh (2013) proposed multi-task
peer prediction (DG13) that achieved the aforementioned strong truthfulness (Definition 2.3.1) under binary signals {0, 1}. DG13’s approach—assigning multiple tasks
to a single peer—is simpler and easier to implement than other (single-task) approaches, such as using four or more reports from different peers (Jurca, Faltings, et
al., 2009), asking each peer for both prior and posterior beliefs (Witkowski & Parkes,
2012), and having peers predict other reports (Radanovic & Faltings, 2013). Recent
studies generalize DG13 from binary to multiple signals (Shnayder et al., 2016a) and
simulate its convergence to an equilibrium (Shnayder et al., 2016b). See Faltings and
Radanovic (2017), for a more comprehensive review on peer prediction and other
methods for information elicitation.
For these studies, the methodology of this thesis has an academic contribution in
that it leverages graphs to make peer prediction practical. Another limitation is that
peer prediction methods need to grasp the correlation structure of signals (e.g., Assumption 2.3.3 for DG13)34 , which is unrealistic, especially for multiple signals with
many correlation patterns. To overcome the limitation, Shnayder et al. (2016a) was
the first to propose estimating the correlation structure of signals from accumulated
reports. Such an estimation-based approach is further extended to cover heterogeneous tasks (Mandal et al., 2016) and heterogeneous peers (Agarwal et al., 2017). In
this context, the methodology of this thesis—combining DG13 with random walks
33 Dasgupta

and Ghosh (2013) designated such Nash equilibria by uninformative strategies as blind
agreements.
34 Some earlier peer prediction methods (e.g., Jurca, Faltings, et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2005) were
more limited in their utility because they required full knowledge of the signal distribution as well as
the correlation structure.
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on graphs—is an alternative graph-based approach that ensures the (positive) correlation structure of (binary) signals through the appropriate tasks-to-peers assignment (as reviewer assignment), thereby making peer prediction practical.

In this section, we confirmed the details of the multi-task peer prediction (DG13;
Dasgupta & Ghosh, 2013). To summarize, DG13 is an extension of peer prediction
methods originated from Miller et al. (2005), which achieved the strong truthfulness
(Definition 2.3.1) under binary signals. The methodology of this thesis—combining
DG13 with random walks on graphs—has an academic contribution in that it leverages graphs to ensure the correlation structure of signals (Assumption 2.3.3), thereby
making peer prediction practical.

2.4

Experimental Datasets

As examples of the growing DAGs, the author retrieved datasets from three realworld citations, corresponding to scientific publications (from arXiv), patents (from
USPTO), and web pages (from Google). All datasets are available in Stanford Network Analysis Project (SNAP) repository35 , and their visualization (Figure 2.3–2.4) is
powered by Cytoscape (Shannon et al., 2003)36 .
The dataset for scientific publications is arXiv high-energy physics theory citation
network (Gehrke et al., 2003; Leskovec et al., 2005)37 , which collected citations for
27, 770 papers submitted to high-energy physics theory (HEP-TH) category in arXiv
from January 1993 to April 2003. From this dataset, the author extracted a DAG
structure with 1, 421 time-ordered vertices and 7, 753 edges (Figure 2.3a). Here, the
green represents the citation relationship of the first 421 vertices, while the red represents that of the last 1, 000 vertices.
The dataset for patents is the NBER U.S. patent citations data file (Hall et al., 2001;
Leskovec et al., 2005)38 , which collected citations for 3, 774, 768 patents submitted
(and accepted) to USPTO from 1975 to 199939 . From this dataset, the author extracted
35 https://snap.stanford.edu/data/index.html,

accessed August 27, 2020.
accessed August 27, 2020.
37 https://snap.stanford.edu/data/cit-HepTh.html, accessed August 27, 2020.
38 https://snap.stanford.edu/data/cit-Patents.html, accessed August 27, 2020.
39 This dataset was originally proposed and managed in National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER;
http://data.nber.org/patents/, accessed August 27, 2020).
36 https://cytoscape.org/,
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(a) Scientific Publications

(b) Patents
F IGURE 2.3: Citations on Scientific Publications and Patents. Figure 2.3a depicts citations
on scientific publications (1, 421 time-ordered vertices and 7, 753 edges) extracted from arXiv
high-energy physics theory citation network, and Figure 2.3b depicts those on patents (1, 500
time-ordered vertices and 2, 243 edges) extracted from the NBER U.S. patent citations data file.
Our experiments focus on their state transitions ( Gt )1000
t=0 where the 1, 000 red vertices are
sequentially added to the green initial state G0 .
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F IGURE 2.4: Citations on Web Pages. This thesis uses citations on web pages (1, 439 timeordered vertices and 3, 862 edges) extracted from Google web graph. Our experiments focus
on its state transition ( Gt )1000
t=0 where the 1, 000 red vertices are sequentially added to the
green initial state G0 .

a DAG structure with 1, 500 time-ordered vertices and 2, 243 edges (Figure 2.3b).
Here, the green represents the citation relationship of the first 500 vertices, while the
red represents that of the last 1, 000 vertices.
The dataset for web pages is Google web graph (Leskovec et al., 2009)40 , which
collected citations for 875, 713 web pages until 2002. From this dataset, the author
extracted a DAG structure with 1, 439 time-ordered vertices and 3, 862 edges (Figure
2.4)41 . Here, the green represents the citation relationship of the first 439 vertices,
while the red represents that of the last 1, 000 vertices.
Our experiments in Chapters 3 and 4 use these three DAG structures, especially
focusing on their state transitions ( Gt )1000
t=0 where the 1, 000 red vertices are sequentially added to the green initial state G0 .
40 https://snap.stanford.edu/data/web-Google.html,

accessed August 27, 2020.

41 Note that, as the dataset for web pages, the Google web graph (Leskovec et al., 2009) has a number

of cycles. The author, therefore, removed all old-to-new edges for constructing a DAG structure.
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Summary of This Chapter

This chapter covered the methodology, which examines the RQ through two incentive mechanisms (ex-ante or ex-post consensus) consisting of the same research
fields—random walks on graphs and peer prediction methods. We can summarize
all arguments in Chapter 2 as the description of mechanism components (2.2–2.3),
experimental datasets (2.4), and answers to the questions presented at the beginning:
• Why are the two incentive mechanisms important? (2.1.1) — The two incentive
mechanisms are important because they allow us to cover both citations with
peer-review and citations without peer-review,
• Why are random walks on graphs important? (2.1.2) — Random walks on graphs
are important (for the two incentive mechanisms) because they are useful to
address reviewer assignment in citations,
• Why are peer prediction methods important? (2.1.2) — Peer prediction methods
are important (for the two incentive mechanisms) because they are useful to
address free-riding and strategic misreporting in P2P systems,
• What are academic contributions of the methodology? (2.2–2.3) — Academic contributions of the methodology are (i) providing strong truthfulness for random
walks on graphs and (ii) leveraging graphs to make peer prediction practical.
Based on the above, the next Chapter 3 introduces the incentive mechanism with exante consensus, which (i) covers citations with peer-review (e.g., those on scientific
publications and patents) and (ii) consists of the PPR algorithm (Haveliwala, 2002)
and DG13 (Dasgupta & Ghosh, 2013).
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Incentive Mechanism With Ex-Ante
Consensus
Of the two proposals, Chapter 3 introduces the incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus, which (i) covers citations with peer-review (e.g., those on scientific publications and patents) and (ii) consists of the PPR algorithm (Haveliwala, 2002) and
DG13 (Dasgupta & Ghosh, 2013)1 . The first half of this chapter (3.1) details its algorithms, while answering the following questions:
• Why can the PPR algorithm solve reviewer assignment? (3.1.3),
• Why can DG13 solve free-riding and strategic misreporting? (3.1.4).
In addition, the second half of this chapter (3.2) experimentally confirms that the algorithms ensure the aforementioned conditions for the reliable consensus-building
(Assumption 1.4.3), by using real-world citation data on scientific publications (Figure 2.3a) and patents (Figure 2.3b).

3.1

Algorithms

As mentioned in Sections 1.5 and 2.1, to cover citations on scientific publications
and patents, the incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus first builds consensus
on the validity of intellectual products (and their citations) and then accepts only
peer-reviewed products into the system. This section details such algorithms in text,
1 This chapter is based on the author’s previous study Ito and Tanaka (2019).

In this study, the incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus—originally named CitedTCR—was a proposal to incorporate
the expertise of anonymous peers (reviewers) into the consensus-building of Token Curated Registries
(TCRs) by leveraging citations on posted contents.
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TABLE 3.1: Notations for Incentive Mechanism with Ex-ante Consensus.

Notations

Meanings

Gt = (Vt , Et )
Vt
Et
Ġt = ({k } ∪ Vk , Ek )
k
Vk
Ek
0
Ġt
Ġt00

Citations as a growing DAG in period t
Set of vertices as intellectual products in period t
Set of edges as citation relationships for Vt
A proposal of new citations in period t
A new vertex in period t
Set of base vertices (references) for k (i.e., Vk ⊆ Vt )
Set of out-edges directed from k to Vk
A proposal of new citations in a period other than t
A proposal of new citations in a period other than t and t0

Ċt

Set of reviewers {1, 2, · · · , λ} for Ġt , selected from Vt \ Vk

Ṙt

Set of reports {r1Ġt , r2Ġt , · · · , rλĠt } elicited from Ċt

Ẋt
λ
µ
Rt

Set of rewards { x1Ġt , x2Ġt , · · · , xλĠt } for Ṙt
An exogenous parameter (≥ 2) for the number of reviewers
An exogenous parameter (≤ λ) for the difficulty
Set of the stock of all reports until period t

figures, and pseudocode, along with the role and notes on the PPR algorithm and
DG13. See Table 3.1 above for the notations relevant to the incentive mechanism
with ex-ante consensus.

3.1.1

Setup

Consider citations as a growing DAG Gt = (Vt , Et ), where Vt denotes the set of
intellectual products that are synonymous with peers and individuals (Assumption
1.4.1), and Et ⊆ Vt × Vt denotes their citation relationships in period t. Because
q

Gt involves peer-review, its state transition ( Gt )t=0 becomes an iterative process of
reviewing whether to accept a proposal of new citations Ġt = ({k } ∪ Vk , Ek ), where k
denotes a new vertex in period t; Vk ⊆ Vt denotes the set of base vertices (references)
for k; Ek denotes the set of all out-edges from k to Vk , respectively. For the sake
of algorithmic description, we here assume that each period deals with only one
Ġt , despite the importance of parallel consensus-building in P2P citation systems
(Definition 1.2.2)2 .
2 This

assumption is just for the sake of convenience; the incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus can handle multiple Ġt s in parallel.
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Reviewer assignment proceeds soon after Ġt arrives; the incentive mechanism
selects a set of reviewers Ċt = {1, 2, · · · , λ} from Vt \ Vk 3 , where λ (≥ 2) is an exogenous parameter to determine the number of reviewers for one proposal4 . Reviewers
in Ċt then send a set of reports Ṙt = {r1Ġt , r2Ġt , · · · , rλĠt } which evaluates Ġt (as a task)
with binary signals {0, 1}5 . We assume for convenience that reports 0 and 1 each
designate reject and accept. After computing rewards Ẋt = { x1Ġt , x2Ġt , · · · , xλĠt } for Ṙt ,
Gt is finally updated to Gt+1 , which accepts the proposal Ġt only if Ṙt includes µ

(≤ λ) or more number of accept.
Accordingly, the state transition from Gt to Gt+1 can be summarized as follows:
Step 1: A new vertex k proposes Ġt to Gt ,
Step 2: Select λ of vertices as Ċt (reviewer assignment),
Step 3: Collect λ of reports on Ġt as Ṙt ,
Step 4: Compute Ẋt (reward computation),
Step 5: Update Gt to Gt+1 which conditionally accepts Ġt .
Figure 3.1 graphically depicts an example of the state transition by focusing on a
subgraph with vertices { a, b, c, d, e, f , g}, where Figures 3.1a–3.1e correspond to the
Steps 1–5. Intuitively, this mechanism introduces rewards into the academic peerreview that delegates the evaluation of a newly submitted paper to multiple reviewers (who would have submitted preceding studies in the relevant field). As will be
detailed in Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4, the incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus uses the PPR algorithm for reviewer assignment (Step 2) and DG13 for reward
computation (Step 4).
3 We here exclude V from the list of candidates in order to avoid a biased review. Section 3.1.4 will
k
detail the biased review.
4 Therefore, to manage the incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus, we need an initial state G
0
with a sufficient number of vertices and edges.
5 Note that the incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus can be tasked with not only Ġ , but also
t
Ek and each element of Ek . In this Chapter 3, we assume Ġt as the task for convenience, following the
existing peer-review that also assesses the quality of k (and perhaps Vk ). On the other hand, we can
let Ċt review only the proposed citation relationships Ek , or even the elements of Ek individually (i.e.,
the task becomes each out-edge from k). The incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus (Chapter 4)
adopts this alternative setting to build a consensus for every single citation relationship.
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(a) Step 1

(b) Step 2

(c) Step 3

(d) Step 4

(e) Step 5
F IGURE 3.1: Incentive Mechanism with Ex-ante Consensus. If we focus on a subgraph with vertices { a, b, c, d, e, f , g}, an example of the Steps 1–5 can be depicted as Figures 3.1a–3.1e. These figures assume the following state transition: in Step 1, k proposes
Ġt = ({k, a, b}, {(k, a), (k, b)}); in Step 2, the mechanism selects Ċt = {c, d, e} as reviewers of
Ġt (i.e., λ = 3); in Step 3, Ċt evaluates Ġt with binary reports {0, 1}; in Step 4, Ċt can receive
rewards whose amount was computed from their reports; finally, in Step 5, Ġt is accepted
because it obtained the sufficient (equal or more than µ) number of report 1.

3.1.2

Pseudocode

Pseudocode allows for a detailed description of the state transition as Algorithms 1
and 2 below, where the former is the whole process, and the latter is the part related
to peer review (i.e., Steps 2 and 3). For these algorithms, two properties should be
noted. First, Algorithm 1 returns not only Gt+1 and Ẋt but also the stock of reports
Rt+1 . This property is specific to DG13, whose reward computation leverages both
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Algorithm 1 State transition in the incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

Gt ← (Vt , Et )
Ġt ← ({k} ∪ Vk , Ek )
{λ, µ} ← exogenous parameters
Rt ← stock of reports until period t
Ṙt ← P EER R EV(µ, Vt \ Vk , {∅}, Gt )
Compute rewards Ẋt with Rt and Ṙt
return Ẋt
Rt+1 ← Rt ∪ Ṙt
return Rt+1
if µ ≥ |{r ∈ Ṙt |r = 1}| then
Gt+1 ← Gt
else
Gt+1 ← Gt ∪ Ġt
end if
return Gt+1

. Specific to DG13
. See Algorithm 2
. Use DG13
. Specific to DG13
. Specific to DG13

Algorithm 2 Peer-review
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

function P EER R EV(n, C, R, G)
C 0 ← n reviewers selected from C in G
. Use the PPR algorithm
0
0
R ← reports collected from C within a given period of time
R ← R ∪ R0
if | R0 | = n then
return R
else
n ← n − | R0 |
C ← C \ C0
P EER R EV(n, C, R, G)
end if
end function

the flow and stock of elicited reports ( Ṙt and Rt ) as one of the multi-task peer predictions. Algorithm 1 could be simpler if we adopt other intratemporal mechanisms
(e.g., the token-staking scheme). Second, Algorithm 2 integrates Steps 2 and 3 as
PEERREV (n, C, R, G ) function, which returns a set of reports R for the following four
arguments: n, the number of reports; C, the set of vertices that are candidates for the
reviewer; R, the initial value of the set of reports; and G, the graph containing C6 .
This property aims to handle the case in which (some or all) assigned reviewers do
not provide their reports within a given time. In this case, the PEERREV (n, C, R, G )
continues to reselect new vertices as replacements for unresponsive reviewers until
it collects n reports.
6 As in Algorithm 1, four arguments ( n, C, R, G ) corresponds to ( µ, V \ V , { ∅ }, G ) in the incentive
t
t
k
mechanism with ex-ante consensus.
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3.1.3

Role and Notes on the PPR Algorithm

In these algorithms, the PPR algorithm can solve reviewer assignment because it
assigns appropriate reviewers Ċt (with similarity to Ġt ), while ensuring condition
(i) of Assumption 1.4.3—peers can be reviewers more often as they get higher PR scores.
To confirm its specific usage, let us now turn to equation 2.2 on the PPR algorithm,
presented in Section 2.2.1:

PPPR = (1 − α)P + α

1
B,
|Vb |

(3.1)

where the incentive mechanism substitutes Vk into Vb , thereby computing the PPR
score for Vt \ Vk from the viewpoint of k. Ċt (the λ number of vertices) is stochastically selected, according to the PPR score7 . As we will confirm experimentally in
Section 3.2.1, such PPR-based reviewer assignment can maintain a positive correlation with PR scores that are not biased towards k.
On the other hand, there exist two notes on the application of the PPR algorithm.
First, similar to preceding studies (e.g., Gori & Pucci, 2006; Küçüktunç et al., 2012),
the PPR algorithm considers Gt to be undirected in its computation8 . This is important because if the PPR algorithm were on a DAG structure, the score would be
concentrated on the peer with no out-edges (i.e., the oldest vertex in the growing
DAG), making it a less useful measure for k’s importance. Second, as already mentioned, the PPR algorithm excludes Vk from the candidates of Ċt . Although peers in
Vk can obtain high PPR scores, the mechanism does not select them to reduce the bias
such that assigned reviewers accept k to increase their number of citations (thereby
increasing their opportunity of becoming a reviewer again in the future)9 .
7 Considering

the correlation with the PR score, reviewer assignment should be deterministic (i.e.,
selecting the top-λ vertices with the highest PPR score) rather than stochastic. However, this incentive
mechanism employs stochastic assignment because it can both diversify reviewers and prevent k from
identifying Ġt ’s reviewers in advance.
8 Strictly speaking, preceding studies add an edge with the opposite direction for each edge, instead
of considering advantages as undirected. In each case, P ( G ) has the same content.
9 Note also that, even though we exclude V from the candidates of Ċ , the incentive mechanism
t
k
cannot completely remove this type of bias because (i) the PPR algorithm computes its score from
the entire graph structure and (ii) the next proposal Ġt+1 would change depending on the shape of
Gt+1 . In other words, a reviewer’s report in period t will inevitably affect their future PPR scores. We
therefore implicitly assume that this bias is not so large enough for reviewers to change their binary
reports {accept, reject}. It is one of the future tasks to eradicate this bias from the incentive mechanism
with ex-ante consensus. (As will be explained in Chapter 4, thanks to the two-path mechanism, there
is no such bias in the incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus.)
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Role and Notes on DG13

In these algorithms, DG13 can solve free-riding and strategic misreporting because
it computes rewards for reviewers Ċt , while ensuring condition (ii) of Assumption
1.4.3—peers can maximize the amount of expected rewards per review by always reporting
true beliefs. To confirm its specific usage, let us now turn to equation 2.3 on DG13,
presented in Section 2.3.1.

∗

∗

∗

0

n n
xim = δ(rim , r m
j ) − δ (r i , r j ),

(3.2)

where the incentive mechanism substitutes Ġt into the overlapping task m∗ , two
different proposals Ġt0 and Ġt00 into n and n0 (t0 and t00 are randomly selected from
periods other than t), respectively. DG13 then computes rewards for all reviewers by
randomly picking the peer j ∈ Ċt for reference. As we will confirm experimentally
in Section 3.2.2, such DG13-based reward computation can elicit true beliefs, even
under the reviewer assignment with the PPR algorithm.
On the other hand, note that DG13 cannot work until both peers i and j finish
reporting multiple tasks. Specifically, DG13 requires at least one overlapping task
m∗ (Ġt ) and two other tasks n and n0 (Ġt0 and Ġt00 ) for i and j, which implies that peers
cannot get rewards soon after their initial reports. A practical reward computation
would therefore be once a given number of periods (e.g., 100 periods), rather than
every period10 . In this case, DG13 picks up all reports (to which equation 2.3 is
newly applicable) from the stock Rt and computes their rewards simultaneously11 .

We detailed algorithms for the incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus in
this section and the role and notes on the PPR algorithm and DG13. To summarize,
in the algorithms (Figure 3.1, Algorithms 1 and 2), the PPR algorithm can solve reviewer assignment because it assigns appropriate reviewers (with similarity) while
ensuring condition (i) of Assumption 1.4.3, and DG13 can solve free-riding and
10 The

experiment in Section 3.2.2 also computes rewards together, after all, scheduled periods are
completed.
11 Here, when both peers i and j have already done three tasks, DG13 always works because we can
ensure m∗ , n, and n0 even if the three are all overlapping tasks. Accordingly, the incentive mechanism
with ex-ante consensus can run DG13 every period, if its review targets not the entire Ġt but elements
of Et , and the constraint | Et | ≥ 3 holds for all t.
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strategic misreporting because it computes rewards for reviewers while ensuring
condition (ii) of Assumption 1.4.3, respectively.

3.2

Experimental Studies

This section experimentally confirms that the incentive mechanism with ex-ante
consensus ensures the two conditions of Assumption 1.4.3, thereby supporting the
claims made in the previous section. For real-world citation data on scientific publications (Figure 2.3a) and patents (Figure 2.3b), we had two-step experiments which
first use only the PPR algorithm to examine condition (i) for reviewer assignment,
then incorporate DG13 to examine condition (ii) for free-riding and strategic misreporting. All materials for the experiments are available in the Github repository12 .

3.2.1

Experiments for Reviewer Assignment

The first experiment computes the correlation between the frequency distribution
of reviewer assignment and the PR score for all vertices. This is important because
the PPR-based reviewer assignment differs from the PR score in that it is (i) biased
towards k, (ii) done period-by-period, and (iii) stochastic rather than deterministic. For the aforementioned real-world citation data (Figure 2.3), the former can
be derived by applying the PPR algorithm 1, 000 times along with the state tran13
sition ( Gt )1000
t=0 , while the latter can be derived by applying the PR algorithm to

the last state G1000 14 . This experiment derived 200 patterns—10 times for every
λ = {1, 2, · · · , 20} cases—of reviewer assignment from both scientific publications
and patents, then computed Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients between their
frequency distributions and the (deterministic) PR score15 .
Figure 3.2 represents the experimental results, where Figure 3.2a is the trend of
200 correlation coefficients computed from scientific publications, and Figure 3.2b is
12 https://github.com/knskito/materials_thesis
13 For

simplicity, this state transition accepts all 1, 000 (red) vertices to Gt , i.e., we assume µ = 0.
= 0.15 in both PR and PPR algorithms; furthermore, the PR algorithm
(as well as the PPR algorithm) considers Gt to be undirected in its computation.
15 This experiment cannot use Pearson correlation coefficients because neither the frequency distribution of reviewer assignment nor the PR score for all vertices follows normal distributions. We
confirmed this by using Shapiro-Wilk test (Shapiro & Wilk, 1965) for both scientific publications and
patents data.
14 We set the dumping factor α
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the trend of those from patents. Box plots show the median value as blue or orange
lines, 25/75 percentile as boxes, pseudo-maximum/minimum value as bars, and
outliers as circles. We can see that all 200 ∗ 2 correlation coefficients are within the
range of 0.4 to 0.7, indicating that they are moderately correlated. This result—the
moderate positive correlation between the PPR-based reviewer assignment and the
PR score—supports condition (i) of Assumption 1.4.316 . Moreover, there exist two
other implications. First, correlation coefficients begin to converge between 0.6 and
0.7 when λ exceeds 10. Second, patents have consistently lower correlation coefficients than scientific publications, which may be related to the density of DAG
structures.

3.2.2

Experiments for Free-riding and Strategic Misreporting

The second experiment computes E [ Xi ]—the amount of i’s expected rewards per
review—by incorporating DG13 into the first experiment. This is important because
we need to confirm whether the DG13-based reward computation can ensure strong
truthfulness (Definition 2.3.1) even in conjunction with the PPR-based reviewer assignment. To compare various patterns, this experiment stochastically allocated both
signals and strategies to all vertices in advance. For signals, we assume that all vertices, as k, emit either signal 0 or 1 to indicate the quality of their proposed task
Ġt . This experiment allocated such signals according to nine rules with different
randomness Pr (S = 0) = {0.1, 0.2, · · · , 0.9}, where S is a random variable denoting the signal allocated to each vertex. Note that, from the viewpoint of vertices, S
covers sending-signals, while Si covers received-signals. For strategies, we assume

that all vertices, as reviewer, take either the truthful strategy P (σi∗ ) = 10 01 or an

0.5
uninformative strategy P (σi ) = 0.5
0.5 0.5 . This experiment allocated such strategies
according to 11 rules with different randomness e = {0.0, 0.1, · · · , 1.0}, where e is an
exogenous parameter denoting the probability of allocating the uninformative strategy. That is, all vertices take the truthful strategy if e = 0.0 and the uninformative
strategy if e = 1.0. Finally, we computed E [ Xi ] resulting from the state transition

( Gt )1000
t=0 , for each of the 99 patterns with different signal-strategy allocation pairs
16 Let

us recall that this reviewer assignment does not select the base vertices Vk as reviewers, which
may have reduced correlation coefficients. We found that, in an additional experiment modified to
include Vk in reviewer candidates, all correlation coefficients have increased by approximately 0.1.
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(a) Scientific Publications

(b) Patents
F IGURE 3.2: Reviewer Assignment in the Incentive Mechanism with Ex-ante Consensus.
The first experiment computed Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients between the frequency distribution of reviewer assignment in ( Gt )1000
t=0 and the PR score in G1000 . The two
box plots for scientific publications (Figure 3.2a) and patents (Figure 3.2b) represent that all
200 (10 times for every λ = {1, 2, · · · , 20} cases) ∗2 coefficients are moderately correlated.
This result—the moderate positive correlation between the PPR-based reviewer assignment
and the PR score—supports condition (i) of Assumption 1.4.3.

{0.1, 0.2, · · · , 0.9} × {0.0, 0.1, · · · , 1.0}. Here, remaining exogenous parameters are
fixed as λ = 10 and µ = 0 (i.e., the state transition always accepts Ġt into Gt ).
Figure 3.3 represents the experimental results, where each of the nine graphs depicts the results for a different Pr (S = 0); blue and orange lines show the computed
E [ Xi ] on scientific publications and patents, respectively. We can see that, for all
Pr (S = 0) rules, E [ Xi ] is maximized when all vertices take the truthful strategy
(i.e., e = 0.0). This result—the maximized expected rewards under truthful strategies—supports condition (ii) of Assumption 1.4.3. Moreover, there exists another
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Note: blue is the result of scientific papers, and orange is that of patents.

F IGURE 3.3: Free-riding and Strategic Misreporting in the Incentive Mechanism with Exante Consensus. The second experiment computed E [ Xi ] resulting from the state transition
( Gt )1000
t=0 , for each of the 99 patterns with different signal-strategy allocation pairs. The nine
graphs covering both scientific publication (blue line) and patents (orange line) represent
that, for all Pr (S = 0) = {0.1, 0.2, · · · , 0.9} signal allocations, E [ Xi ] is maximized when
all vertices take the truthful strategy (i.e., e = 0.0). This result—the maximized expected
rewards under truthful strategies—supports condition (ii) of Assumption 1.4.3.

implication that the amount of maximized E [ Xi ] decreases as Pr (S = 0) deviates
from 0.5. This trend can be inferred from the fact that the penalty term (Equation
2.3) would always be 1 if Pr (S = 0) were 0.0 or 1.0, even though both vertices i and
j take the truthful strategy17 .
17 This

is the reason why this experiment does not deal with the case of Pr (S = 0) = 0.0 or 1.0.
Note that these cases are outside the scope of DG13 because we cannot apply the positively correlated
signals (Assumption 2.3.3) to the environment where all signals are identical.
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In this section, we confirmed that the incentive mechanism with ex-ante consen-

sus could ensure the two conditions of Assumption 1.4.3, through two-step experiments. To summarize, the first experiment (on the PPR-based reviewer assignment)
yielded results supporting condition (i) for reviewer assignment, and the second experiment (on the DG13-based reward computation) yielded results supporting condition (ii) for free-riding and strategic misreporting, respectively.

3.3

Summary of This Chapter

This chapter introduced the incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus, which (i)
covers citations with peer-review (e.g., those on scientific publications and patents)
and (ii) consists of the PPR algorithm (Haveliwala, 2002) and DG13 (Dasgupta &
Ghosh, 2013). We can summarize all arguments in Chapter 3 as answers to the questions presented at the beginning:
• Why can the PPR algorithm solve reviewer assignment? (3.1.3) — The PPR algorithm can solve reviewer assignment because it assigns appropriate reviewers
(with similarity), while ensuring condition (i) of Assumption 1.4.3,
• Why can DG13 solve free-riding and strategic misreporting? (3.1.4) — DG13 can
solve free-riding and strategic misreporting because it computes rewards for
reviewers, while ensuring condition (ii) of Assumption 1.4.3.
These answers are supported by the two-step experiments (3.2) as well. Similarly,
the next Chapter 4 introduces incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus, which
(i) covers citations without peer-review (e.g., those on web pages) and (ii) consists
of the two-path mechanism (Babichenko et al., 2018) and DG13 (Dasgupta & Ghosh,
2013).
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Incentive Mechanism With Ex-Post
Consensus
Of the two proposals, Chapter 4 introduces the incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus, which (i) covers citations without peer-review (e.g., those on web pages) and
(ii) consists of the two-path mechanism (Babichenko et al., 2018) and DG13 (Dasgupta & Ghosh, 2013)1 . The first half of this chapter (4.1) details its algorithm, while
answering the following questions:
• Why can the two-path mechanism solve reviewer assignment? (4.1.3),
• Why can DG13 solve free-riding and strategic misreporting? (4.1.4).
In addition, the second half of this chapter (4.2) experimentally confirms that the
algorithms ensure the aforementioned conditions for the reliable consensus-building
(Assumption 1.4.3) by using real-world citation data on web pages (Figure 2.4).

4.1

Algorithms

As mentioned in Sections 1.5 and 2.1, to cover citations on web pages, the incentive
mechanism with ex-post consensus first accepts all products coming into the system.
It then builds consensus on the validity of intellectual products (and their citations).
This section details such algorithms in text, figures, and pseudocode, along with the
1 This

chapter is based on the author’s previous studies Ito et al. (2018, 2019). In these studies, the
incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus—was originally named strongly-truthful two-path mechanism—was a proposal to strengthen the truthfulness of the two-path mechanism (that aims to find
an influential vertex in non-cooperative DAGs) by leveraging DG13. On the other hand, this thesis
modified the way of task and reviewer-assignment in Ito et al. (2018, 2019), to make the mechanism
more practical.
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TABLE 4.1: Notations for Incentive Mechanism with Ex-post Consensus.

Notations

Meanings

Gt = (Vt , Et )
Vt
Et
Ġt

Citations as a growing DAG in period t.
Set of vertices as intellectual products in period t.
Set of edges as citation relationships for Vt .
A proposal of new citations in period t.

Ċt

Set of reviewers {1, 2, · · · } in the random walk.

Ṙt
Ẋt

Set of reports {r1 , r1 , · · · , r2 , r2
Set of rewards { x1 , x2 , · · · } for Ṙt .

P1
P2
U
z
R1
R2
R3

Totally-ordered set of vertices, as one random path.
Totally-ordered set of vertices, as the other random path.
Set of vertices as mark by the two-path mechanism.
The first intersection of P1 and P2 .
Set of reports on P1 ’s out-edges elicited from P1 .
Set of reports on P2 ’s out-edges elicited from P2 .
Set of reports on P1 (or P2 )’s out-edges elicited from P2 (or P1 ).

(1,i )

(1,j)

(2,i )

(2,j)

, · · · } elicited from Ċt .

role and notes on the two-path mechanism and DG13. See Table 4.1 above for the
notations relevant to the incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus.

4.1.1

Setup

Consider citations as a growing DAG Gt = (Vt , Et ), where Vt denotes the set of
intellectual products that are synonymous with peers and individuals (Assumption
1.4.1), and Et ⊆ Vt × Vt denotes their citation relationships in period t. Unlike the
previous Chapter 3, this time Gt may not be the "true" structure because anyone
can add new intellectual products without the peer-review process (as with WWW).
q

Accordingly, its state transition ( Gt )t=0 becomes an iterative process of accepting a
proposal of new citations Ġt = ({k } ∪ Vk , Ek ) and reviewing the true structure of Gt
as ex-post consensus-building, where k, Vk , and Ek are the same as those in Chapter 3.
For the sake of algorithmic description, we again assume that each period deals with
only one Ġt , despite the importance of parallel consensus-building in P2P citation
systems (Definition 1.2.2)2 .
2 This assumption is just for the sake of convenience; the incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus can handle multiple Ġt s in parallel.
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Review in this mechanism is thus not for Ġt but for Gt ; this is actually the process
of random walk on Gt itself, which runs once Ġt is proposed and proceeds while asking each vertex about its own out-edges3 . Here, the set of reviewers Ċt = {1, 2, · · · }
is a group of all vertices in the (elicited) random walk4 , and the set of their reports
(1,i )

Ṙt = {r1

(1,j)

, r1

(2,i )

, · · · , r2

(2,j)

, r2

, · · · } designates the existence of all out-edges of Ċt

(as a task) with binary signals {0, 1}5 . We assume that reviewers first report their
out-edges and then, to generate overlapping tasks, report the out-edges of other re(2,i )

viewers as well6 . Namely, Ṙt may include the reports such as r1
(1,i )

r2

(1,j)

, r2

(2,j)

, r1

, · · · and

, · · · . After computing rewards Ẋt = { x1 , x2 , · · · } based on Ṙt , Gt is finally

updated to Gt+1 , which always accepts the proposal Ġt regardless of Ṙt .
Therefore, the state transition from Gt to Gt+1 can be summarized as follows:
Step 1: A new vertex k proposes Ġt to Gt ,
Step 2: Select all vertices in the random walk as Ċt (reviewer assignment),
Step 3: Collect reports on Ċt ’s out-edges as Ṙt ,
Step 4: Compute Ẋt (reward computation),
Step 5: Update Gt to Gt+1 which always accepts Ġt .
Figure 4.1 graphically depicts an example of the state transition by focusing on a
subgraph with vertices { a, b, c, d, e, f , g}, where Figures 4.1a–4.1e correspond to the
Steps 1–5; Figure 4.1b illustrates a random walk by the two-path mechanism that
draws two independent random paths c, d, e and b, d, f 7 . Intuitively, this mechanism
introduces rewards into the ranking algorithm that performs a random walk while
eliciting out-edges from each web page (who may strategically misreport its links).
As will be detailed in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4, the incentive mechanism with ex-post
consensus uses the two-path mechanism for reviewer assignment (Step 2 and 3) and
DG13 for reward computation (Step 4).
3 The

frequency of the random walk, once for every Ġt , is also just for the sake of convenience. We
can run the random walk any number of times for Ġt (see Section 4.2.1), or independently of Ġt .
4 Due to this rule, we cannot determine the number of reviewers by the exogenous parameter λ.
5 In other words, vertices report some out of all tasks V × V , and it is equivalent to reporting the
t
t
i-th column of the adjacency matrix A( Gt ) when a reviewer i reports its own out-edges. However,
there is another assumption on the treatment of 0 reports, as we will discuss in Section 4.1.4.
6 See Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 for details on how this incentive mechanism assign reviewers to the
out-edges of other reviewers.
7 Note that random path (Definition 2.2.3) is a specific type of random walk (Definition 2.2.1).
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(a) Step 1

(b) Step 2

(c) Step 3

(d) Step 4

(e) Step 5
F IGURE 4.1: Incentive Mechanism with Ex-post Consensus. If we focus on a subgraph with vertices { a, b, c, d, e, f , g}, an example of the Steps 1–5 can be depicted as Figures 4.1a–4.1e. These figures assume the following state transition: in Step 1, k proposes
Ġt = ({k, a, b}, {(k, a), (k, b)}); in Step 2, the mechanism selects Ċt = {b, c, d, e, f } as reviewers of their own (potential) out-edges; in Step 3, Ċt reciprocally evaluates their out-edges
with binary reports {0, 1}; in Step 4, Ċt can receive rewards whose amount was computed
from their reports; finally, in Step 5, Ġt is accepted regardless of Ċt ’s reports.

4.1.2

Pseudocode

Pseudocode allows for a detailed description of the state transition. Let us first confirm the two-path mechanism that the author quotes from Babichenko et al. (2018)
as Algorithm 3 below. The gist of the two-path mechanism, as already mentioned
in Section 2.2.2, is to regard an important vertex as the first intersection of the two
independent random paths, which provides weak truthfulness (Definition 2.2.4) to
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Algorithm 3 The two-path mechanism (Babichenko et al., 2018)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

U←∅
while U 6= V do
Pick x ∈ V uniformly at random
P1 ← random path starting at x
Pick y ∈ V uniformly at random
P2 ← random path starting at y
if P1 ∩ P2 = ∅ then
U ← U ∪ P1 ∪ P2
else
z ← the first vertex in P1 ∪ P2
if z ∈ U then
return ∅
else
return z
end if
end if
end while

the selection process. In Algorithm 3, the two random paths P1 and P2 are the totallyordered sets of vertices, which are drawn iteratively until they intersect or until all
vertices in the network are marked. This mark, denoted by the set U, is attached
to all vertices on which the two paths have passed when they do not intersect. The
marked vertices will never be selected as an important vertex z8 . This algorithm satisfies weak truthfulness because any vertex can no longer manipulate its probability
to be the first intersection, at the point of reporting out-edges for drawing P1 and P2
(Proposition 2.2.1).
State transition in the incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus consists of
Algorithms 4 and 5, which are an extension of Algorithm 3. Algorithm 4 represents the whole process of state transition, which covers graphs Ġt , Gt , Gt+1 , reports
Ṙt , R1 , R2 , R3 , and rewards Ẋt , by adding several new lines (gray highlights) to Algorithm 3. On the other hand, Algorithm 5 represents the specific part of report
collection (i.e., Step 3) as OVERLAP ( P1 , P2 ) function. To generate overlapping tasks,
Algorithm 5 randomly pairs all vertices in P1 ∪ P2 with a vertex in the other path,
then lets all pairs (i, j) review each other’s out-edges. As will be explained in Section 4.1.3, this property aims to make the out-edge reporting indifferent to reviewer
8 This is important because, if it were not for the setting, vertices could increase their probability
of being the first intersection by strategically misreporting they have no out-edges and resetting the
two-path drawing.
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Algorithm 4 State transition in the incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

Gt ← (Vt , Et )
Ġt ← proposal of new citations
Ṙt ← ∅
U←∅
while U 6= Vt do
Pick x ∈ Vt uniformly at random
P1 ← random path starting at x
R1 ← out-edge reports for P1
Pick y ∈ Vt uniformly at random
P2 ← random path starting at y
R2 ← out-edge reports for P2
R3 ← O VERLAP(P1 , P2 )
Ṙt ← Ṙt ∪ R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3
if P1 ∩ P2 = ∅ then
U ← U ∪ P1 ∪ P2
else
z ← the first vertex in P1 ∪ P2
if z ∈ U then
return ∅
else
return z
end if
end if
end while
Compute rewards Ẋt with Ṙt
return Ẋt
Gt+1 ← Gt ∪ Ġt
return Gt+1

. newly added
. newly added
. newly added

. newly added

. newly added
. newly added
. newly added

. Use DG13, newly added
. newly added
. newly added
. newly added

Algorithm 5 Generating Overlapping Tasks
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

function O VERLAP(P1 , P2 )
R3 ← ∅
if | P1 | ≥ | P2 | then
( A, B) ← ( P1 , P2 )
else
( A, B) ← ( P2 , P1 )
end if
Make surjection f : A  B at random, subject to i 6= f (i ) for all i ∈ A
for all i ∈ A do
Ri ← reports by f (i ) = j for the out-edges of i
R j ← reports by i for the out-edges of f (i ) = j
R3 ← R3 ∪ R i ∪ R j
end for
return R3
end function

assignment, thereby removing bias from random-path drawings.
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Role and Notes on the Two-path Mechanism

In these algorithms, the two-path mechanism can solve reviewer assignment because it assigns reviewers Ċt (under the weak truthfulness) while ensuring condition
(i) of Assumption 1.4.3—peers can be reviewers more often as they get higher PR scores.
Algorithm 3 implies that Ċt is the set of vertices on all random paths drawn in period t9 . As we will confirm experimentally in Section 4.2.1, such a two-path reviewer
assignment can maintain a positive correlation with PR scores that are derived from
random walks in general, rather than random paths.
Furthermore, the two-path mechanism has an important role in removing bias
from the reviewer assignment. If we selected Ċt from a simple random walk, for
example, out-edge reports would affect reviewer candidates of the reporters themselves (i.e., vertices can manipulate their reviewers to some extent, through out-edge
reports). The two-path mechanism is effective for this bias because, under the additional setting (Algorithm 5) of selecting reviewers from the other path, vertices can
no longer manipulate their reviewers at the point of reporting out-edges. Thus, the
two-path mechanism has a synergy with DG13 in terms of removing bias.
On the other hand, there exist two notes on the application of the two-path mechanism. First, the two-path mechanism implicitly assumes rewards other than Ẋt . As
mentioned in Section 2.2.2, we assumed that vertices, who aim to be selected by the
mechanism, can obtain (some fixed amount of) rewards if they become z. Nevertheless, Chapter 4 can focus only on Ẋt because the weak truthfulness for z still remains.
In other words, out-edge reports do not affect the expected amount of rewards for
z, but only affect that of Ẋt by DG13. Second, the two-path mechanism, including
Algorithm 5, leads to an asymmetry in the number of reviews per reward computation. For example, if | P1 | = 1, 000 and | P2 | = 1, the vertex in P2 has to review 1, 000
times for one opportunity of reward computation10 . Resolving this asymmetry is
one of the future studies; however, the author believes that it can be mitigated by
using more than two random-paths for Algorithm 511 .
9 Ċ is not always P ∪ P , given that two random paths may be drawn more
t
2
1
10 See the next Section 4.1.4 for the detail of reward computation by DG13.

than once in period t.

11 This would be possible by running both Algorithm 5 and the reward computation, once a given
number of periods (e.g., 100 periods) rather than every period.
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4.1.4

Role and Notes on DG13

In these algorithms, DG13 can solve free-riding and strategic misreporting because
it computes rewards for reviewers Ċt , while ensuring condition (ii) of Assumption
1.4.3—peers can maximize the amount of expected rewards per review by always reporting
true beliefs. To confirm its specific usage, let us now turn to equation 2.3 on DG13,
presented in Section 2.3.1.

∗

∗

∗

0

n n
xim = δ(rim , r m
j ) − δ (r i , r j ),

(4.1)

where, for a reviewer i ∈ Ċt , the incentive mechanism randomly selects one of its
∗

out-edge reports (including those i did for other reviewers) as rim , another reviewer
sharing the overlapping task m∗ as j ∈ Ċt , and two other out-edge reports corre0

sponding to i and j as rin and r nj , respectively12 . DG13 then computes rewards for
all reviewers by making such random selection for each vertex in Ċt . As we will
confirm experimentally in Section 4.2.2, such DG13-based reward computation can
elicit true beliefs, even under the two-path reviewer assignment.
Furthermore, DG13 has an important role in enhancing the solution concept of
the two-path mechanism from weak to strong truthfulness. Strictly speaking, weak
truthfulness does not solve free-riding and strategic misreporting because it makes
the truthful strategy and other strategies indifferent (i.e., vertices have no clear incentive to report true out-edges). DG13 is effective for this problem as an additional
layer, where reporting itself generates Ẋt , and the truthful strategy maximizes their
expected amount. Thus, DG13 has a synergy with the two-path mechanism in terms
of enhancing the solution concept.
On the other hand, there exist two notes on the application of DG13. First, DG13
leverages Algorithm 5 to extract 0 reports from Ċt . One of the remaining problems is what to report as 0 in the process of random walk on Gt where vertices
report their out-edges as 1. We address this problem by assuming that, whenever
a randomly-selected j ∈ P2 (or P1 ) reviews out-edges of i ∈ P1 (or P2 ) in Algo(i,x )

rithm 5, i and j also make ri

( j,x )

for { x | x = j ∨ r j

(i,x )

= 1 ∨ rj

(i,x )

= 1} and r j

12 Thus, Algorithm 5 implies (i) i and j are always in different random paths, and (ii) m∗ is an outedge from either i or j.
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(i,x )

= 1 ∨ ri

= 0}, respectively13 . For example, if c ∈ {c, d, e} and
(c,d)

d ∈ {b, d, f } in Figure 4.1c are i and j, out-edge reports on their own rc
(d,e)

and rd
(c,b)

rd

(d, f )

= rd

(d,g)

= rd

(c,e)

= 1 make rc

(c,b)

= 1 for c’s out-edges, it makes rc
(d,e)

Note here that, all reports, except rd

(c,g)

= rc

(c,d)

(d, f )

(d,g)

= rd

=1

= 0; furthermore, if d reports

= 0 and rd

= rd

(c, f )

= rc

(c,e)

= rd

(c, f )

= rd

(c,g)

= rd

= 0.

= 1, are for overlapping tasks,

whether they are 0 or 1. Given that Algorithm 5 considers all reviewers (including
j) in P1 ∪ P2 to be i, this implies that all out-edge reports by Ċt will be candidates
∗

of rim . Second, DG13 computes Ẋt per the iteration of two-path drawings (i.e., per
the two-path mechanism). This is important because Ċt could manipulate their (expected) opportunity of reward computation, if we computed rewards per the twopath drawing (i.e., compute Ẋt in the while statement of Algorithm 4) or per the
reviewer assignment to generate overlapping tasks (i.e., compute Ẋt in Algorithm
5). Specifically, the former is vulnerable to the strategic misreporting of P1 ∩ P2 = ∅
(to repeat the two-path drawing)14 . At the same time, the latter is vulnerable to that
of | P1 | < | P2 | or | P1 | > | P2 | (to make asymmetry in the frequency of reviewer assignment)15 . Reward computation is thus for the iteration of two-path drawings, not for
each two-path drawing or reviewer assignment16 .

We detailed algorithms for the incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus in
this section and the role and notes on the two-path and DG13. To summarize, in the
algorithms (Figure 4.1, Algorithms 4 and 5), the two-path mechanism can solve reviewer assignment because it assigns appropriate reviewers (under the weak truthfulness) while ensuring condition (i) of Assumption 1.4.3, and DG13 can solve freeriding and strategic misreporting because it computes rewards for reviewers while
ensuring condition (ii) of Assumption 1.4.3, respectively.
13 Although

i’s own out-edge reports are equivalent to reporting i-th column of A( Gt ), we need
this assumption because (i) the incentive mechanism cannot capture the precise number of all vertices |Vt ( Gt )| for a large network such as WWW, and (ii) too many 0 reports would lower E[ Xi ] to an
impractical level.
14 This type of strategic manipulation can occur when the two-path mechanism selects z as well,
which is the reason why Babichenko et al. (2018) introduces the mark U in Algorithm 3.
15 This type of strategic manipulation and the possibility of having to review in many times for one
opportunity of reward computation (mentioned in Section 4.1.3) are two sides of the same coin.
16 Since this is the matter of timing, we can compute rewards multiple times (e.g., 10 or 100 times) for
each reviewer to obtain Ẋt , as long as the process is per the iteration of two-path drawings. In addition, although not treated here for simplicity, DG13 could cover the original incentive of the two-path
mechanism as well by making the number of reward computations for z twice that of other reviewers.
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4.2

Experimental Studies

This section experimentally confirms that the incentive mechanism with ex-post
consensus ensures the two conditions of Assumption 1.4.3, thereby supporting the
claims made in the previous section. For real-world citation data on web pages (Figure 2.4), we had two-step experiments which first use only the two-path mechanism
to examine condition (i) for reviewer assignment, then incorporate DG13 to examine
condition (ii) for free-riding and strategic misreporting. All materials for the experiments are available in the Github repository17 .

4.2.1

Experiments for Reviewer Assignment

The first experiment computes the correlation between the frequency distribution
of reviewer assignment and the PR score for all vertices. This is important because
the two-path reviewer assignment differs from the PR score in that it is (i) based on
two random-paths (without dumping factor), (ii) done period-by-period, and (iii)
stochastic rather than deterministic18 . For the aforementioned real-world citation
data (Figure 2.4), the former can be derived by applying the two-path mechanism
along with the state transition ( Gt )1000
t=0 , while the latter can be derived by applying the PR algorithm to the last state G1000 19 . To compare the different number of
reviewer assignments, we here generalized the number of two-path mechanisms executed in one period from 1 to an exogenous parameter β20 . This experiment derived
200 patterns—10 times for every β = {1, 2, · · · , 20} cases—of reviewer assignment
from web pages, then computed Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients between
their frequency distributions and the (deterministic) PR score21 .
Figure 4.2 represents the experimental results regarding the trend of 200 correlation coefficients computed from web pages. Box plots show the median value as
blue lines, 25/75 percentile as boxes, pseudo-maximum/minimum value as bars,
17 https://github.com/knskito/materials_thesis
18 Note

that this experiment is different from that of Babichenko et al. (2018), which confirms the
relationship between the frequency distribution to be z and an importance score based on the PR score
(see footnote 17 of Section 2.2.2 for its details).
19 We set the dumping factor α = 0.15 in the PR algorithm.
20 For example, if β = 10, the state transition executes the two-path mechanism a total of 1, 000 ∗ 10
times; this extension does not affect the gist of the incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus.
21 This experiment cannot use Pearson correlation coefficients because neither the frequency distribution of reviewer assignment nor the PR score for all vertices follows normal distributions. We
confirmed this by using Shapiro-Wilk test (Shapiro & Wilk, 1965).
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F IGURE 4.2: Reviewer Assignment in the Incentive Mechanism with Ex-post Consensus. The first experiment computed Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients between the
frequency distribution of reviewer assignment in ( Gt )1000
t=0 and the PR score in G1000 . The
box plot represents that all 200 (10 times for every β = {1, 2, · · · , 20} cases) coefficients are
moderately correlated. This result—the moderate positive correlation between the two-path
reviewer assignment and the PR score—supports condition (i) of Assumption 1.4.3.

and outliers as circles. We can see that most of the 200 correlation coefficients are
within the range of 0.6 to 0.7, indicating that they are moderately correlated. This result—the moderate positive correlation between the two-path reviewer assignment
and the PR score—supports condition (i) of Assumption 1.4.322 . Moreover, this figure shows that correlation coefficients begin to converge around a little below 0.7
when β exceeds 12.

4.2.2

Experiments for Free-riding and Strategic Misreporting

The second experiment computes E [ Xi ]—the amount of i’s expected rewards per
review—by incorporating DG13 into the first experiment. This is important because we need to confirm whether the DG13-based reward computation can ensure strong truthfulness (Definition 2.3.1) even in conjunction with the two-path
reviewer assignment. To compare various patterns, this experiment stochastically
allocated strategies to all vertices in advance while keeping their graph structure
(i.e., signals emitted from Vt × Vt ) as the original. We assume that all vertices, as

reviewer, take either the truthful strategy P (σi∗ ) = 10 01 or uninformative strategies
γ
γ 
P (σi ) = 1−γ 1−γ . Given the low average out-degree of Figure 2.4 (approx. 2.7
22 Let

us recall that PR scores in this Section 4.2.1 consider citations as DAGs, while those in Section
3.2.1 consider citations as undirected graphs. We found that, in an additional experiment computing
the PR score from web pages as undirected graphs, all correlation coefficients are around 0.3; thus,
there is a weak positive correlation even in this case.
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F IGURE 4.3: Free-riding and Strategic Misreporting in the Incentive Mechanism with Expost Consensus. The second experiment computed E [ Xi ] resulting from the state transition
( Gt )1000
t=0 , for each of the 99 patterns with different strategy-strategy allocation pairs. The
nine graphs covering web pages represent that, for all uninformative strategies with γ =
{0.001, 0.002, · · · , 0.009}, E [ Xi ] is maximized when all vertices take the truthful strategy (i.e.,
e = 0.0). This result—the maximized expected rewards under truthful strategies—supports
condition (ii) of Assumption 1.4.3.

for 1, 439 vertices), we considered γ = {0.001, 0.002, · · · , 0.009} cases23 . This experiment allocated one of the nine uninformative strategies according to 11 rules with
different randomness e = {0.0, 0.1, · · · , 1.0}, where e is an exogenous parameter
denoting the probability of allocating the strategy. That is, all vertices take the truthful strategy if e = 0.0 and one of the uninformative strategies if e = 1.0. Finally,
we computed E [ Xi ] resulting from the state transition ( Gt )1000
t=0 , for each of the 99
patterns with different strategy-strategy allocation pairs {0.001, 0.002, · · · , 0.009} ×

{0.0, 0.1, · · · , 1.0}. Here, β is fixed as 1.
23 Note

again that tasks for a vertex i are i-th and its peer j-th columns of A( Gt ).
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Figure 4.3 represents the experimental results, where each of the nine graphs
depicts the results for a different γ; the blue line shows the computed E [ Xi ] on web
pages. We can see that, for all uninformative strategies with different γ, E [ Xi ] is
maximized when all vertices take the truthful strategy (i.e., e = 0.0). This result—the
maximized expected rewards under truthful strategies—supports condition (ii) of
Assumption 1.4.3.

In this section, we confirmed that the incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus could ensure the two conditions of Assumption 1.4.3, through two-step experiments. To summarize, the first experiment (on the two-path reviewer assignment)
yielded results supporting condition (i) for reviewer assignment, and the second experiment (on the DG13-based reward computation) yielded results supporting condition (ii) for free-riding and strategic misreporting, respectively.

4.3

Summary of This Chapter

This chapter introduced the incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus, which (i)
covers citations without peer-review (e.g., those on web pages) and (ii) consists of
the two-path mechanisms (Babichenko et al., 2018) and DG13 (Dasgupta & Ghosh,
2013). We can summarize all arguments in Chapter 4 as answers to the questions
presented at the beginning:
• Why can the two-path mechanism solve reviewer assignment? (4.1.3) — The twopath mechanism can solve reviewer assignment because it assigns appropriate
reviewers (under the weak truthfulness), while ensuring condition (i) of Assumption 1.4.3,
• Why can DG13 solve free-riding and strategic misreporting? (4.1.4) — DG13 can
solve free-riding and strategic misreporting because it computes rewards for
reviewers, while ensuring condition (ii) of Assumption 1.4.3.
These answers are supported by the two-step experiments (4.2) as well. Based on
the above, the next Chapter 5 discusses potential applications and future studies of
the two incentive mechanisms we have confirmed in Chapters 3 and 4.
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Chapter 5

Discussion
We have thus far confirmed the details of incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus
(Chapter 3) and incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus (Chapter 4). In this Chapter 5, the author discusses potential applications and future studies of these two
incentive mechanisms, while answering the following questions:
• What is the potential application of the two incentive mechanisms? (5.1)
• What is the social contribution of the RQ? (5.1)
• What is the future study of the two incentive mechanisms? (5.2)
Here, potential applications lead to the social contribution of the RQ as well, and
future studies are summarized as open questions (5.2.3), except for those related to
Assumptions 1.4.1 and 1.4.2.

5.1

Potential Applications

Because of their simplicity, the two incentive mechanisms have a variety of potential
applications for intellectual products (as will be noted in Section 5.1.2, we can apply
the two incentive mechanisms to almost all intellectual products). This section discusses such potential applications and the (resulting) social contribution of the RQ,
according to the three categories we have consistently used: scientific publications,
patents, and web pages.
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(a) Google Scholar
Source: bQTxPTMAAAAJ-profile (https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=bQTxPTMAAAAJ&hl=en, accessed
February 15, 2021)

(b) OpenReview.net
Source: Profile (https://openreview.net/profile?id=~Kensuke_Ito1, accessed February 15, 2021)

F IGURE 5.1: Systems Related to the Potential Application to Scientific Publications.
Google Scholar (Figure 5.1a) is an article search system that automatically collects publications and citations of registered authors, and OpenReview.net (Figure 5.1b) is one of the
crowd-sourced reviews for efficient conference managements. The potential application to
scientific publications would functionally be like a hybrid of these (non-P2P) systems in that
peers can check not only their publications and citations but also their reviews and rewards.

5.1.1

The Potential Application to Scientific Publications

For scientific publications, the potential application is to make their crowd-sourcing
robust and productive. As mentioned in Section 1.2.2, scientific publications have
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leveraged crowd-sourced review (Ford, 2013) to shorting the time between submission to publication, but the centralized authority (i.e, editorial board) for consensusbuilding has restricted its robustness and productivity. The two incentive mechanisms, especially the one with ex-ante consensus, can improve this situation as a
component of P2P citation systems (Definition 1.2.2). Figure 5.1 depicts related systems—Google Scholar1 (Figure 5.1a, e.g., Noruzi, 2005) is an article search system that
automatically collects publications and citations of registered authors, and OpenReview.net2 (Figure 5.1b, Soergel et al., 2013) is one of the crowd-sourced reviews for
efficient conference managements. The potential application to scientific publications would functionally be like a hybrid of these (non-P2P) systems in that peers
can check their publications and citations and their reviews and rewards.
In addition to the robustness and productivity as a P2P citation system, this application leads to the social contribution of the RQ: developing a new reward source
for open-access intellectual products3 . Scientific publications are open-access when
their authors use some pre-print server (e.g., arXiv) or open-access journal4 , but this
is implicitly on the premise that authors earn grants from external sources (e.g., universities, research institutes). In this context, our proposal—rewards not directly
from intellectual products but indirectly from the consensus-building on their citation relationships—can be interpreted as an alternative scheme to existing grants.
Furthermore, it is worth noting that the incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus has a synergy with scientific communities because (i) rewards can be a sufficient
incentive (even without Assumption 1.4.2) as an evaluation measure for researchers,
like h-index (Hirsch, 2005), and (ii) peer-review as an unpaid task has already been
1 https://scholar.google.com/,

accessed February 15, 2021.
accessed February 15, 2021.
3 The term open-access means "free and unrestricted online availability" (Cuplinskas et al., 2002,
para. 2), which was originally for scientific publications (e.g., Albert, 2006; Xia et al., 2012). On the
other hand, this thesis uses the following broader concept provided by United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO):
2 https://openreview.net/,

Open access (OA) means free access to information and unrestricted use of electronic
resources for everyone. Any kind of digital content can be OA, from texts and data to
software, audio, video, and multi-media. While most of these are related to text only, a
growing number are integrating text with images, data, and executable code. OA can
also apply to non-scholarly content, like music, movies, and novels. (UNESCO, n.d.
para. 2)
See, for example, Bailey Jr (2007) for the history and other definitions of open-access.
4 We can search for specific examples of open-access journals at Directory of Open Access Journals
(DOAJ), https://doaj.org/, accessed February 5, 2021.
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(a) Peer To Patent
Source: Pre-Grant Publication Number: 20110041166 (https://web.archive.org/web/20110412153728/http://
www.peertopatent.org/patent/20110041166/activity, accessed February 15, 2021).

(b) Article One Partners
Source:
15293-shared-geolocation in AOP connect
15293-shared-geolocation, accessed February 15, 2021)

(https://app.articleonepartners.com/study/index/

F IGURE 5.2: Systems Related to the Potential Application to Patents. Peer To Patent (Figure 5.2a) is one of the crowd-sourced prior art searches that accepts voluntary review from
anyone as a social experiment, and Article One Partners (Figure 5.2b) is another example that
distributes monetary rewards from the client patent office to the validated-reviewers as a
business. The potential application to patents would functionally be like a hybrid of these
(non-P2P) systems in that peers can earn rewards via patent review without any validation
from centralized authority.

called into question (e.g., Engers & Gans, 1998; Gasparyan et al., 2015; Smith, 2006).
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The Potential Application to Patents

For patents, as with scientific publications, the potential application is to make their
crowd-sourcing robust and productive. As mentioned in Section 1.2.2, patents have
leveraged crowd-sourced prior art search (Ghafele et al., 2011) to facilitate the review
of submitted inventions, but the centralized authority (i.e., patent examiner) for
consensus-building has restricted its robustness and productivity. The two incentive
mechanisms, especially the one with ex-ante consensus, can improve this situation
as a component of P2P citation systems. Figure 5.2 depicts related systems—Peer To
Patent5 (Figure 5.2a, Bestor & Hamp, 2010; Noveck, 2006) is one of the crowd-sourced
prior art searches that accepts voluntary review from anyone as a social experiment,
and Article One Partners6 (Figure 5.2b, Malone, 2011) is another example that distributes monetary rewards from the client patent office to the validated-reviewers as
a business. The potential application to patents would functionally be like a hybrid
of these (non-P2P) systems in that peers can earn rewards via patent review without
any validation from centralized authorities.
In addition to the robustness and productivity as a P2P citation system, this application again leads to the social contribution of the RQ: developing a new reward
source for open-access intellectual products. Patented inventions are open-access
once accepted by examiners, but this is on the premise that inventors can earn royalties from everyone who uses their patents for new inventions7 . In this context,
our proposal—rewards not directly from intellectual products but indirectly from
the consensus-building on their citation relationships—can be interpreted as an alternative scheme to existing royalties. Furthermore, it is worth noting that Creative
Commons (CC; Lessig, 2004) extends this new reward source to other open-access
intellectual products that do not use citations. CC is "a set of various licenses that
allow people to share their copyrighted work to be copied, edited, built upon, etc.,
while retaining the copyright to the original work (often used attributively)" (Dictionary.com, n.d.). It has been attached to a variety of intellectual products, such as
5 http://www.peertopatent.org/,

accessed February 15, 2021.
accessed February 15, 2021.
7 The impact of patents on innovation has been studied extensively, especially from an economic
perspective. See, for example, Cimoli et al. (2011), Dosi, Stiglitz, et al. (2014) for preceding studies.
6 https://app.articleonepartners.com/index,
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Source: Wikidata (https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q6905942, accessed February 12, 2021).

F IGURE 5.3: CC BY-SA License for Two Incentive Mechanisms. CC BY-SA license is one of
the licenses CC currently offers that allows everyone to modify and distribute the intellectual product, on condition that they attach both an appropriate credit (Attribution) and the
same CC BY-SA license (ShareAlike). If we treated this credit as a citation, the two incentive
mechanisms could be applied to almost all intellectual products.

music, movies, novels, and source codes8 . Figure 5.3 depicts CC BY-SA license—,
one of the licenses CC currently offers—that allows everyone to modify and distribute the intellectual product, on condition that they attach both an appropriate
credit (Attribution) and the same CC BY-SA license (ShareAlike). If we treated this
credit as a citation9 , CC BY-SA licenses would have the opportunity to earn rewards
from the consensus-building on their citation relationships. This implies we can apply the two incentive mechanisms to almost all intellectual products.

5.1.3

The Potential Application to Web Pages

For web pages, as with scientific papers and patents, the potential application is to
make their crowd-sourcing robust and productive. As mentioned in Section 1.2.2,
web pages have leveraged crowd-sourced human-based computing (Wightman, 2010)
to enhance the information retrieval from WWW, but the centralized authority (i.e,
search engine) for consensus-building has restricted its robustness and productivity. The two incentive mechanisms, especially the one with ex-post consensus, can
improve this situation as a component of P2P citation systems. Figure 5.4 depicts
related systems—Amazon Mechanical Turk10 (Figure 5.4a, Fort et al., 2011) is a platform for crowd-sourced human-based computing that allows users to outsource a
variety of human intelligence tasks (e.g., assessing the relevance between two web
pages) for a small fee, and Brave11 (Figure 5.4b, Brave, 2021) is a web browser with
8 https://creativecommons.org/,

accessed February 7, 2021.
analogy is natural because CC assumes that the appropriate credit at least includes a link
to the license and a statement of whether changes were made, according to the original explanation
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en, accessed February 20, 2021).
10 https://www.mturk.com/, accessed February 15, 2021.
11 https://brave.com/, accessed February 15, 2021.
9 This
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(a) Amazon Mechanical Turk
Source:
HIT-groups (https://worker.mturk.com/?filters%5Bsearch_term%5D=search&page_size=20&page_
number=1&sort=num_hits_desc&filters%5Bmin_reward%5D=0.01, accessed February 15, 2021)

(b) Brave
Source: Brave Rewards (brave://rewards/ in Brave web browser retrieved from https://brave.com/, accessed
February 15, 2021)

F IGURE 5.4: Systems Related to the Potential Application to Web Pages. Amazon Mechanical Turk (Figure 5.4a) is a platform for crowd-sourced human-based computing that allows
users to outsource a variety of human intelligence tasks for a small fee, and Brave (Figure
5.4b) is a web browser with a built-in wallet that allows users to earn reward tokens in exchange for replacing existing advertisements with different ones. The potential application
to web pages would functionally be like a hybrid of these (non-P2P) systems in that peers
can earn reward tokens from human intelligence tasks.

a built-in wallet that allows users to earn reward tokens in exchange for replacing
existing advertisements with different ones. The potential application to web pages
would functionally be like a hybrid of these (non-P2P) systems in that peers can earn
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reward tokens from the consensus-building on citation relationships as a human intelligence task.
In addition to the robustness and productivity as a P2P citation system, this
application again leads to the social contribution of the RQ: developing a new reward source for open-access intellectual products. Web pages are open-access unless administrators impose some restriction on their viewing, but this is often on
the premise that administrators can earn advertising revenue from web pages12 . In
this context, our proposal—rewards not directly from intellectual products but indirectly from the consensus-building on their citation relationships—can be interpreted as an alternative scheme to existing advertisements. Furthermore, it is worth
noting that this new reward source may contribute to attempts to make information
on web pages machine-readable, such as Semantic Web (Berners-Lee et al., 2001) and
Linked Open Data (Berners-Lee, 2006)13 . Despite the promise of better information
retrieval, these attempts are currently not very popular because there is little incentive (relative to the cost) for administrators to add high-quality machine-readable
descriptions to web pages and hyperlinks (e.g., Cuel et al., 2011; Hendler & BernersLee, 2010; Simperl et al., 2013). In contrast, the new reward source could facilitate
their widespread adoption if the consensus-building got to cover not only citation
relationships but also their semantics (e.g., does a hyperlink from one lab’s web page
to a personal web page mean "student" or "professor"?). How to reflect citation semantics on consensus-buildings of the two incentive mechanisms is one of the future
studies for this thesis (see Section 5.2.3)14 .
12 See

Liu-Thompkins (2019), Ratliff and Rubinfeld (2010) for the history and preceding studies on
online advertising.
13 Specifically, "The Semantic Web is not a separate Web but an extension of current one, in which
information is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation" (Berners-Lee et al., 2001, p. 36), and "Linked Open Data (LOD) is Linked Data which is released
under an open licence, which does not impede its reuse for free" (Berners-Lee, 2006, para. 44, added in
2010), where Linked Data represents a concept that extends the Semantic Web from documents to data
in general. Semantic Web and LOD are often categorized as Web 3.0 (e.g., Naik & Shivalingaiah, 2008).
14 It is also worth noting that the aforementioned CC licenses indicate their requirements (e.g., Attribution, ShareAlike) not only with visual icons but also with machine-readable descriptions. In other
words, there is a close relationship between the use of CC to expand the scope of two incentive mechanisms and the widespread adoption of the Semantic Web.
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In this section, we discussed the potential applications of the two incentive mechanisms and the (resulting) social contribution of the RQ. To summarize, the potential application is to make crowd-sourcing (for scientific publications, patents, and
web pages) robust and productive as a component of the P2P citation system. This
attempt has the social contribution of developing a new reward source for openaccess intellectual products as an alternative scheme to grants, royalties, and advertisements.

5.2

Future Studies

On the other hand, we need further studies to implement such potential applications, mainly due to strong Assumptions 1.4.1 and 1.4.2. This section first considers
how to relax these two assumptions, then summarizes other remaining studies as
open questions.

5.2.1

Relaxing One-to-one Correspondence (Assumption 1.4.1)

One of the main future studies is to relax Assumption 1.4.1—In P2P citation systems
(Definition 1.2.2), individuals-to-peers, peers-to-products, and thus individuals-to-products
are all one-to-one correspondence. This is important because spamming and Sybil attack
are critical risks for potential applications. For example, suppose a large portion of
Vt ( Gt ) were occupied by one individual as a result of these attacks. In that case, the
individual could manipulate subsequent consensus-buildings as they like, which
implies the failure of P2P citation systems. Accordingly, the two incentive mechanisms need some additional features to prevent spamming and Sybil attacks.
Spamming is "the act of spreading unsolicited and unrelated content" (Hayati et
al., 2010, p. 1). For the aforementioned three layers (Figures 1.4 and 1.6), this means
the (extreme) one-to-many correspondences in individual-to-products. While spamming may cause system failure, P2P systems are more convenient when an individual can register (or spread) multiple intellectual products. Preceding studies have
mitigated spamming by imposing some small cost on registration, thereby ensuring that individuals have no incentive to register too many products. For example, Hashcash (Back et al., 2002)—an anti-spam system mainly for email—requires a
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small amount of computational resources to peers whenever they use networks15 ;
the Bitcoin protocol (Nakamoto et al., 2008) requires transaction fee (in the form of
bitcoin) to peers whenever they make a transaction. The two incentive mechanisms
can leverage both preceding studies for their registration of intellectual products.
Still, the latter approach (i.e., let individuals pay a reward token as a registration fee)
would be particularly practical because it can also provide a use for the reward as a
token.
Sybil attack is "the forging of multiple identities" (Douceur, 2002, p. 251). For the
aforementioned three layers (Figures 1.4 and 1.6), this means the (extreme) one-tomany correspondences in individual-to-peers. While Sybil attack may cause system
failure, P2P systems, by their nature, need to accept peers without any validation
from centralized authorities. Preceding studies have therefore mitigated Sybil attack with a variety of decentralized approaches (e.g., Levine et al., 2006; Mohaisen
& Kim, 2013). For example, resource testing imposes some small cost on creating new
peers, such as computational resources (Borisov, 2006; Li et al., 2012), human resources (Von Ahn et al., 2003) and IP address (Freedman & Morris, 2002); economic
incentive gives monetary rewards to peers who report malicious peers (Margolin &
Levine, 2007); reputation system detects Sybil attack by constructing a graph structure
(referred to as social network or trust graph) from the activities of each peer (Cheng
& Friedman, 2005; Yu, 2011)16 . In addition, we can interpret the proof-of-work in
the Bitcoin protocol as an application of the resource testing in that rewards depend
not on the number of peers but on computational resources17 . The two incentive
mechanisms can leverage any preceding study for their creation of peers. Still, it is
a topic for future study to assess which one (or combination of ones) is the best to
mitigate Sybil attacks.
Thus, to relax one-to-one correspondence (Assumption 1.4.1), the two incentive
15 The

approach of imposing computational resources as a cost has been generalized as proof-of-work
(Dwork & Naor, 1992; Jakobsson & Juels, 1999). Note here that the Bitcoin protocol adopts a proof-ofwork similar to Hashcash, but this is not for anti-spamming but consensus-building, as described in
Section 1.3.2.
16 Note that, when Douceur (2002) introduces the concept of Sybil attack, he also discusses potential
solutions including the resource testing, but concludes that the validation by centralized authority is
the only effective means. Subsequent decentralized approaches are mainly aimed at mitigating rather
than completely solving Sybil attack.
17 Considering that preceding approaches have only increased the cost of Sybil attacks, the proof-ofwork in the Bitcoin protocol is very elegant because it eliminates the incentive for individuals to create
multiple peers.
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mechanisms need some additional features that can cover spamming and Sybil attacks. Preceding studies, such as Nakamoto et al. (2008) and Margolin and Levine
(2007), would be useful for their design.

5.2.2

Relaxing Expected Rewards as Objective (Assumption 1.4.2)

Another future study is to relax Assumption 1.4.2—peers aim to maximize the total
amount of their expected rewards. This is important because rewards, which may take
the (exchangeable) token form, are not always sufficient incentives for peers. For
example, suppose their market price were too low (e.g., $ 0.1 per review). In that
case, peers would not commit consensus-building or even register their intellectual
products, which implies the failure of P2P citation systems. Accordingly, the two
incentive mechanisms need some additional features to make rewards incentives.
First of all, rewards as incentives need to ensure their market price. From the
viewpoint of economics, the market price of goods is determined as the intersection
of the value (from the supply-side) depending on the marginal cost and the value
(from the demand-side) depending on the marginal utility (Marshall, 1890). In this
framework, the Bitcoin protocol has features that ensure the value of both. On the
supply-side, the block-reward halving—cutting the amount of rewards (bitcoin) for
miners in half for every 210, 000 blocks18 —contributes to gradually increasing the
marginal cost of rewards (i.e., the amount of computational resources to obtain a
unit of bitcoin); the effect of this feature on the market price is studied by Meynkhard
(2019), Pagnotta and Buraschi (2018)19 . On the demand-side, the above-mentioned
transaction fee contributes to increasing the marginal utility of rewards, in addition
to their use-value as electronic cash; the effect of this feature on the market price is
studied by Easley et al. (2019), Lehar and Parlour (2019). The two incentive mechanisms can leverage these features. Specifically, the concept of block-reward halving
can be applied by halving the amount of rewards per review for every certain number of intellectual products accumulated in Gt (instead of blocks)20 . The transaction
18 https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Controlled_supply,

accessed February 10, 2021.
and Buraschi (2018) argues that the block reward-halving may have both positive and
negative effects on the bitcoin price, as it reduces the increasing rate of total supply, not the total
supply (i.e., disinflation, not deflation).
20 Here, the marginal cost of rewards is the human resource devoted per review. It is also worth
noting that this reward-halving can contribute to user acquisition in the early stages since it provides
19 Pagnotta
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fee corresponds to the above-mentioned registration fee.
Secondly, rewards as incentives need to stabilize their market price. Despite the
contribution of reward halving and registration fees, rewards do not work well unless their market price is stable. The Bitcoin protocol addresses this problem through
the difficulty adjustment. This feature changes the difficulty of proof-of-work for every 2, 016 block to keep the block interval 10 minutes, which contributes to stabilizing the marginal cost of rewards in the short term21 . For the difficulty adjustment,
Saito and Iwamura (2019) and Iwamura et al. (2019) proposed a modification for
further stability; Tiutiun et al. (2018) designed a model for Stablecoin22 ; Noda et al.
(2020) analyzed the behavior of strategic peers under the difficulty adjustment. The
two incentive mechanisms can leverage this feature by replacing the difficulty and
the block interval with the number of reward computations per state and the interq

val between state transitions ( Gt )t=0 , respectively. In other words, we could stabilize
the market price of rewards through the adjustment, which increases the number
of reward computations per state if the interval between state transitions increases
(and vice versa), although Algorithms 1 and 4 assumed for convenience that reward
computation is once per state23 .
Finally, rewards as incentives need to take into account the incentive outside
P2P citation systems. Particularly in the presence of negative incentives (e.g., bribes
to encourage misreporting, short-selling on reward-token exchanges), individuals
may not follow the truthful strategy or may act to decrease the market price of rewards (i.e., Goldfinger attack; Kroll et al., 2013). Even though this problem remains to
be discussed so much in the context of consensus-building in P2P systems, several
the two incentive mechanisms with a kind of first-mover advantage in that those who register their
intellectual products first will earn a larger amount of rewards per review.
21 From this difficulty and the number of blocks generated in a given period, we can estimate how
many computational resources are currently being put into the Bitcoin protocol per second (i.e., the
total hash rate). The total hash rate is an important metric for estimating the marginal cost of bitcoin.
22 Stablecoin is an approach to address this problem of high price volatility, which is defined such
as "a digital currency that is pegged to another stable asset like gold, or to major fiat currencies like
Euros, Pounds or the US dollar" (Lund, 2018), "cryptocurrency that has price stable characteristics"
(Tomaino, 2017), and "a digital token that will have low price volatility as a result of being pegged to
some underlying fiat currency, thereby acting as a store of value, a medium of exchange and unit of
accounting for blockchain payments" (Hassani et al., 2018). See survey paper Mita et al. (2019), Mita
et al. (2019) for the detail of stablecoin.
23 If we adopted the difficulty adjustment of the Bitcoin protocol more directly, the two incentive
mechanisms would adjust the amount of human resources devoted per review rather than the number
of reward computations per state. It is a topic for future study to investigate the feasibility of such an
adjustment, with a survey of peer prediction methods. Moreover, it may be possible for the incentive
mechanism with ex-ante consensus to use the exogenous parameter µ for the difficulty adjustment.
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peer-prediction methods have explored ways to address it. For example, Jurca and
Faltings (2006) computed the threshold of negative incentives that Miller et al. (2005)
can handle under (given) budget constraints; Goel et al. (2019, 2020a), Goel et al.
(2020b) developed a peer prediction method for decentralized oracles24 , while assuming such negative incentives; moreover, even Dasgupta and Ghosh (2013) mentioned
the robustness of DG13 to reporting costs25 . Therefore, it is a topic for future study
to assess how well DG13 in the two incentive mechanisms can handle the incentive
outside P2P citation systems and which other peer-prediction methods are a better
solution.
Thus, to relax expected rewards as objective (Assumption 1.4.2), the two incentive mechanisms need some additional features that can cover the market price of
rewards, the stability of market price, and the incentive outside P2P citation systems.
Preceding studies, such as Nakamoto et al. (2008), Iwamura et al. (2019), and Goel
et al. (2020a), would be useful for their design.

5.2.3

Other Open Questions

Aside from relaxing Assumptions 1.4.1 and 1.4.2, the two incentive mechanisms
leave the following (interdisciplinary) open questions:
How the reviewer assignment should be? — The PR score, a quantitative measure
this thesis uses in Assumption 1.4.3, is one of the simplest criteria for the RAP. Preceding studies on the RAP have proposed systems that focus on not only centrality
(e.g., the PR score), but also similarity (Küçüktunç et al., 2012)26 , diversity (Liu et al.,
2014), and CoI (Long et al., 2013). We, therefore, have to consider how the reviewer
assignment should be. The answer would vary according to intellectual products,
with different citation practices (Meyer, 2000),
24 See

Section 1.3.2 and its footnotes for the detail of decentralized oracles.

25 However, the discussion here assumes that we can scale the amount of rewards as much as desired

by an exogenous parameter, and does not go into the robustness of net rewards (i.e., rewards minus
reporting costs). See Section 4 of Dasgupta and Ghosh (2013) for more details.
26 As we confirmed in Chapter 3, the incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus ensures similarity
by the PPR algorithm, just like Küçüktunç et al. (2012).
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How to reflect differentiated citation practices? — Furthermore, citation practices are

differentiated even in the same intellectual product, especially as the growth of citations. For example, Hurt (1987) compared three groups of scientific publications
(physics, engineering, sociology) and revealed their different citation practices27 ;
similar results were pointed out for patents (e.g., Jaffe & Trajtenberg, 1999) and web
pages (e.g., Barnett & Sung, 2005). It is therefore a future study to reflect such differentiated citation practices on our consensus-building. This may be possible by partitioning Gt into multiple components with graph clustering (e.g., Malliaros & Vazirgiannis, 2013; Schaeffer, 2007), then applying different (but compatible) methods of
reviewer assignment and reward computation to each cluster28 ,
How to reflect citation semantics? — Citation does not always have positive semantics in practice. For example, Moravcsik and Murugesan (1975) estimated 14 percent
of citations are to dispute the research, from 30 scientific publications on high-energy
physics theory29 . It is, therefore, another future study to reflect such citation semantics on our consensus-building. This is relevant to the discussion of the potential
application to web pages in terms of considering Semantic Web and Linked Open
Data and to the discussion of using other peer prediction methods (e.g., Miller et al.,
2005; Shnayder et al., 2016a) in terms of considering not binary- but multiple-signals
emitted from citation edges,
How should consensus-building be? — Even if the two incentive mechanisms succeed in eliciting truthful reports from appropriate reviewers, there remains the discussion of how the consensus-building should be done. Given the explanations in
Chapters 3 and 4, an ex-ante consensus is a vote of confidence in that Ġt is accepted
when more than µ reviewers report 1; an ex-post consensus is a dictatorship in that
each citation relationship is determined from the out-edge report by one reviewer;
however, are these appropriate? This is the topic closely related to the theory of social
choice (Arrow, 1951). The axiomatic approach of this theory would be useful for the
27 See

also Braun et al. (1995a, 1995b) and Hargens (2000).
addition to graph clustering, peer prediction methods dealing with heterogeneous tasks (Mandal et al., 2016) and heterogeneous peers (Agarwal et al., 2017) would be useful for this problem.
29 This is one of the earliest studies on the research topic nowadays referred to as citation context analysis. See Bornmann and Daniel (2008), Hernández-Alvarez and Gomez (2016), McCain and Salvucci
(2006) for the detail and subsequent studies on the citation context analysis.
28 In
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normative analysis of consensus-building, as a future study,
How to exclude misappropriated intellectual products? — Misappropriated intellectual products (i.e., registering the intellectual products created by others without
their permission) is another risk in the management of P2P citation systems. Since
we cannot completely prevent it ex-ante, a practical solution would be to exclude
already-registered intellectual products (vertices) from the system or reviewer candidates ex-post30 , once they are regarded as misappropriated ones. Considering the
specific process—from selecting suspicious products to the consensus-building on
their misappropriation—of this feature is also a future study for potential applications. Preceding studies, such as Suryanarayana and Taylor (2004) and Hoffman
et al. (2009), are useful for this problem, which survey detection and exclusion of
malicious peers in existing P2P systems31 ,
How should governance be? — To be sustainable P2P citation systems, the two incentive mechanisms have to consider their governance (i.e., the consensus-building
for changing the incentive mechanisms themselves) as well. For example, the Bitcoin protocol has governance where community developers propose, discuss, and
update the protocol according to Bitcoin Improvement Proposal (BIP)32 . An important
feature of this process is that anyone who opposes the BIP can split the blockchain
and run another incompatible protocol, which leaves room for other stakeholders to
participate in the governance (e.g., De Filippi & Loveluck, 2016; DiRose & Mansouri,
2018). If the two incentive mechanisms adopt similar governance, their protocol will
also split during the growth of citations. This would result in incompatible clustered
citations, where intellectual products can no longer cite each other between clusters
in Gt ,
30 Peers

cannot get rewards from the two incentive mechanisms once their (misappropriated) intellectual products are excluded from reviewer candidates.
31 See also Ito and O’Dair (2019) that survey problems of intellectual property management with the
blockchain. Note that the two incentive mechanisms do not need to consider such misappropriation if
they construct citation relationships of the public domain (e.g., classical art, classical music) or metadata (e.g., novel titles, movie titles). This is the reason why the author originally proposed the incentive
mechanism with ex-ante consensus (Ito & Tanaka, 2019) as a TCR that aims to curate a high-quality,
reliable list of any content (e.g., restaurants, universities, web pages) in a decentralized manner.
32 https://github.com/bitcoin/bips, accessed January 27, 2021. Note that the BIP-based governance
is spontaneous, and Nakamoto et al. (2008) does not mention the governance of Bitcoin protocol.
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In this section, we discussed future studies of the two incentive mechanisms,

which first considered how to relax Assumptions 1.4.1 and 1.4.2, then summarized
other remaining studies as open questions. To summarize, future study is to design additional features that can (i) prevent spamming, and Sybil attack, (ii) make
rewards a sufficient incentive, and (iii) address other open questions.

5.3

Summary of This Chapter

This chapter discussed potential applications and future studies of the two incentive mechanisms detailed in the previous Chapters 3 and 4. We can summarize all
arguments in Chapter 5 as answers to the questions presented at the beginning:
• What is the potential application of the two incentive mechanisms? (5.1) — Potential
application is to make crowd-sourcing (for scientific publications, patents, and
web pages) robust and productive, as a component of P2P citation systems,
• What is the social contribution of the RQ? (5.1) — Social contribution of the RQ
is to develop a new reward source for open-access intellectual products, as an
alternative scheme to grants, royalties, and advertisements,
• What is the future study of the two incentive mechanisms? (5.2) — Future study is
to design additional features that can (i) prevent spamming, and Sybil attack,
(ii) make rewards sufficient incentives, and (iii) address other open questions.
Based on the above, the next Chapter 6 concludes this thesis with a summary of each
chapter and the answer to the RQ.
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Conclusion
Chapter 6 finally concludes this thesis with a summary of each chapter and the answer to the RQ. This thesis clarified that subject to several assumptions (including
Assumptions 1.4.1–1.4.3), the answer to the RQ is Yes.

6.1

Summary of Each Chapter

Chapter 1 introduced some backgrounds and preliminaries of this thesis. We summarized its all arguments as follows:
• Why are citations important? (1.1) — Citations are important because their structure as a growing DAG can be a source of quantitative measures to evaluate
the ever-increasing intellectual products efficiently,
• Why are citations in a P2P system important? (1.2) — Citations in a P2P system are
important because they are independent of possibly misbehaved centralized
authorities and can obtain both robustness and productivity,
• Why are citations in a P2P system difficult? (1.3) — Citations in a P2P system
are difficult because their consensus-building has remained unreliable due to
three problems: free-riding, strategic misreporting, and reviewer assignment.
• What is the Research Question (RQ) of this thesis? (1.4) — The RQ of this thesis is:
Can we design some incentive mechanism to solve the unreliable consensus-building
in P2P citation systems?,
• What are academic contributions of the RQ? (1.3–1.4) — Academic contributions
of the RQ are (i) incorporating expertise into the consensus-building in P2P
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systems, (ii) extending the RAP to a group of strategic peers, (iii) bridging
How and Why approaches on network formation.

In addition, this chapter provided a thesis outline (1.5) as well.
Chapter 2 covered the methodology, which examines the RQ through two incentive mechanisms (with ex-ante or ex-post consensus) consisting of the same research
fields—random walks on graphs and peer prediction methods. We summarized its
all arguments as follows:
• Why are the two incentive mechanisms important? (2.1.1) — The two incentive
mechanisms are important because they allow us to cover both citations with
peer-review and citations without peer-review,
• Why are random walks on graphs important? (2.1.2) — Random walks on graphs
are important (for the two incentive mechanisms) because they are useful to
address reviewer assignment in citations,
• Why are peer prediction methods important? (2.1.2) — Peer prediction methods
are important (for the two incentive mechanisms) because they are useful to
address free-riding and strategic misreporting in P2P systems,
• What are academic contributions of the methodology? (2.2–2.3) — Academic contributions of the methodology are (i) providing strong truthfulness for random
walks on graphs and (ii) leveraging graphs to make peer prediction practical.
In addition, this chapter provided the description of mechanism components (2.2–
2.3) and experimental datasets (2.4) as well.
Chapter 3 introduced the incentive mechanism with ex-ante consensus, which (i)
covers citations with peer-review (e.g., those on scientific publications and patents)
and (ii) consists of the PPR algorithm (Haveliwala, 2002) and DG13 (Dasgupta &
Ghosh, 2013). We summarized its all arguments as follows:
• Why can the PPR algorithm solve reviewer assignment? (3.1.3) — The PPR algorithm can solve reviewer assignment because it assigns appropriate reviewers
(with similarity), while ensuring condition (i) of Assumption 1.4.3,

6.1. Summary of Each Chapter
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• Why can DG13 solve free-riding and strategic misreporting? (3.1.4) — DG13 can
solve free-riding and strategic misreporting because it computes rewards for
reviewers, while ensuring condition (ii) of Assumption 1.4.3.
In addition, this chapter provided experimental studies (3.2) as well.
Chapter 4 introduced the incentive mechanism with ex-post consensus, which (i)
covers citations without peer-review (e.g., those on web pages) and (ii) consists of
the two-path mechanisms (Babichenko et al., 2018) and DG13 (Dasgupta & Ghosh,
2013). We summarized its all arguments as follows:
• Why can the two-path mechanism solve reviewer assignment? (4.1.3) — The twopath mechanism can solve reviewer assignment because it assigns appropriate
reviewers (under the weak truthfulness), while ensuring condition (i) of Assumption 1.4.3,
• Why can DG13 solve free-riding and strategic misreporting? (4.1.4) — DG13 can
solve free-riding and strategic misreporting because it computes rewards for
reviewers, while ensuring condition (ii) of Assumption 1.4.3.
In addition, this chapter provided experimental studies (4.2) as well.
Chapter 5 discussed potential applications and future studies of the two incentive
mechanisms detailed in the previous Chapters 3 and 4. We summarized its all arguments as follows:
• What is the potential application of the two incentive mechanisms? (5.1) — Potential
application is to make crowdsourcing (for scientific publications, patents, and
web pages) robust and productive, as a component of P2P citation systems,
• What is the social contribution of the RQ? (5.1) — Social contribution of the RQ
is to provide a new reward source for open-access intellectual products, as an
alternative scheme to grants, royalties, and advertisements,
• What is the future study of the two incentive mechanisms? (5.2) — Future study is
to design additional features that can (i) prevent spamming, and Sybil attack,
(ii) make rewards sufficient incentives, and (iii) address other open questions.
The above are summaries of the entire thesis.
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6.2

Answer to the RQ

As Definition 1.4.1 indicates, the RQ was: Can we design some incentive mechanism to
solve the unreliable consensus-building in P2P citation systems?. Based on the results of
Chapters 3 and 4, this thesis concludes that the answer to the RQ is Yes.
On the other hand, it should be noted that this conclusion is subject to the following three assumptions about the RQ:
Assumption 1.4.1 (One-to-one correspondence). In P2P citation systems (Definition
1.2.2), individuals-to-peers, peers-to-products, and thus individuals-to-products are
all one-to-one correspondence,
Assumption 1.4.2 (Expected rewards as objective). Peers aim to maximize the total
amount of their expected rewards,
Assumption 1.4.3 (Reliable consensus-building). Consensus-building is reliable if
peers can (i) be reviewers more often as they get higher PR scores and (ii) maximize
the amount of expected rewards per review by always reporting true beliefs,
and other four assumptions about the peer prediction method:
Assumption 2.3.1 (Signal Reporting). Peers i and j each report what signals Si and S j
were, which are discrete random variables emitted from the task,
Assumption 2.3.2 (Binary Signals). si , s j ∈ {0, 1},
Assumption 2.3.3 (Positive Correlation). Binary signals {0, 1} to peers i and j are
positively correlated; namely, Pr (Si = 0 | S j = 0) > Pr (Si = 0) and Pr (Si = 1 | S j =
1) > Pr (Si = 1).
Assumption 2.3.4 (Strategies as probability matrices). Peers i and j follow mixed
strategies σi and σj that have probability matrices P (σi ) and P (σj ), respectively.
This clarification is the outcome of this thesis.
As discussed in Chapter 5, one of the future studies is relaxing these assumptions, especially those on the RQ.
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Expected Rewards in a Simple
Token-Staking Scheme
Consider a simple token-staking example in which n individuals stake a fixed q
number of tokens on one of the options. Let k be the amount of (net) rewards that
individuals can obtain when their selections become the consensus, and let p be the
individuals’ subjective probability of realizing this event. Then, the expected reward
of this example is E [ k ] = pk − (1 − p)q.
Here, k is the redistribution of the total staked tokens nq among the individuals
who have staked on the consensus except for one’s stake, q. Accordingly, if we let
n∗ be the number of individuals who have staked on the consensus, k =
n−n∗
n∗ q.

n
n∗ q

−q =

By substituting this into the equation of E [ k ], we can derive the following

condition:
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n∗ /(n−n∗ )
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=  1,
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represents the odds ratio between the expected and actual value of

the probability of one’s choice becoming the consensus; i.e., the anticipated reward
of the model takes a positive value only when we estimate the odds to be higher than
their actual value and is zero as long as our estimation is precise (as a result of the
zero-sum game). Furthermore, the expected reward under precise odds estimation
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is negative if we take the cost of staking into account1 .
These results reveal that the token-staking scheme does not have sufficient incentive to engage individuals in consensus-building. Providing new reward tokens
to individuals in proportion to the score of the peer-prediction mechanism is one
possible approach to this problem.

1 If

we assume the cost of staking as c, the expected rewards in this example become E [ k ] = p(k −

c) − (1 − p)(q + c). This extension shifts the condition for E [ k ] = 0, from
q+c
,
∗
q− n−n n∗ c

p/(1− p)
n∗ /(n−n∗ )

where the right-hand side of the new condition must be greater than one.

= 1 to

p/(1− p)
n∗ /(n−n∗ )

=
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Proof of the Strong Truthfulness in
DG13
For the proof of the strong truthfulness (Definition 2.3.1) in DG13, we need to derive
E [ Xi ] from the following realization of Xi (equation 2.3):
∗

∗

∗

0

n n
xim = δ(rim , r m
j ) − δ (r i , r j ).

(B.1)
∗

∗

The expected value corresponding to the reward term δ(rim , r m
j ) depends not
only on strategies σi , σj but also on the probability distribution of signals, which can
be described as follows:
1

1

∑ ∑ Pr(Si = si , Sj = s j ) · ( p0,s

i

p0,s j + p1,si p1,s j ),

(B.2)

s i =0 s j =0

where Pr (Si = si , S j = s j ) is the joint distribution; moreover, p0,si p0,s j + p1,si p1,s j
denotes the probability that two reports will match for given si and s j . p0,si , p1,si and
p0,s j , p1,s j are elements of P (σi ) and P (σj ), respectively. Note that B.2 does not require
superscript m∗ because Assumption 2.3.3 holds across the tasks.
0

The expected value corresponding to the penalty term δ(rin , r nj ), on the other
hand, is different from B.2 in that the term uses n ∈ Mi \ {m∗ } and n0 ∈ M j \ {m∗ }
instead of m∗ , which can be described as follows:
1

1

∑ ∑ Pr(Si = si ) Pr(Sj = s j ) · ( p0,s

i

p0,s j + p1,si p1,s j ),

(B.3)

s i =0 s j =0

where Pr (Si = si ) Pr (S j = s j ) is the product of marginal distributions. B.3 does not
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use the joint distribution Pr (Si = si , S j = s j ) because the penalty term covers two
different tasks, n and n0 .
Consequently, using B.2 and B.3, E [ Xi ] can be described as follows:
E [ Xi ] =

1

1

∑ ∑



s i =0 s j =0

Pr (Si = si , S j = s j ) − Pr (Si = si ) Pr (S j = s j )


(B.4)

· ( p0,si p0,s j + p1,si p1,s j ).

The terms in square brackets clearly represent the correlation between Si and S j ;
specifically, if realizations si and s j are positively correlated, then Pr (Si = si , S j =
s j ) − Pr (Si = si ) Pr (S j = s j ) > 0 holds (and vice versa), because Pr (Si = si , S j =
s j ) = Pr (Si = si | S j = s j ) Pr (S j = s j ) = Pr (S j = s j | Si = si ) Pr (Si = si ).
Accordingly, given the Assumption 2.3.3, the following condition holds for the
expansion of B.4:


E [ Xi ] = Pr (Si = 0, S j = 0) − Pr (Si = 0) Pr (S j = 0) >0 · ( p0,0 p0,0 + p1,0 p1,0 )


+ Pr (Si = 0, S j = 1) − Pr (Si = 0) Pr (S j = 1) <0 · ( p0,0 p0,1 + p1,0 p1,1 )


+ Pr (Si = 1, S j = 0) − Pr (Si = 1) Pr (S j = 0) <0 · ( p0,1 p0,0 + p1,1 p1,0 )


+ Pr (Si = 1, S j = 1) − Pr (Si = 1) Pr (S j = 1) >0 · ( p0,1 p0,1 + p1,1 p1,1 ),
where [ a]>0 and [ a]<0 indicate that a is positive and negative, respectively.
It is apparent that E [ Xi ] is maximized when both i and j adopt truthtelling strat

egy or perverse strategy, i.e., P (σi∗ ) = P (σj∗ ) = 10 01 or P (σi ) = P (σj ) = 01 10 , because only these strategy pairs can achieve p0,0 p0,0 + p1,0 p1,0 = p0,1 p0,1 + p1,1 p1,1 =
1 and p0,0 p0,1 + p1,0 p1,1 = p0,1 p0,0 + p1,1 p1,0 = 0 simultaneously1 . Thus, DG13
satisfies strong truthfulness.

1 Here, as long as Assumption 2.3.3 holds, we do not need to know the full signal distribution (i.e.,
DG13 is detail-free).
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